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INCIDENCE AND ASSOCIATED DISABILITY 
INTRODUCTION ‘ 
During the 4-year period from July 1957 
through June 1961, an estimated annual average of 
48,2 million injuries occurred among 45.7 million 
injured persons in the civilian, noninstitutional 
population of the United States. This difference in 
the incidence of injuries and the number of persons 
injured means that a maximum of 2.5 million 
persons, or 5 percent of the total number of 
persons injured, had more than one injury per 
accident. The injuries are exclusive of minor 
injuries that did not require medical attention or 
result in the restriction of usual daily activities 
for as much as 1 day. 
The above estimates are based on information 
collected in households during this period by the 
Health Interview Survey, National Center for 
Health Statistics. During the course of the inter-
view, the injury experience of each member of 
the household was obtained, no attempt was made 
to determine the number of separate accidents 
that had occurred, Since more than one person 
may receive bodily injury in a single accident, or 
an accident may cause no injury or only minor 
injuries, the above estimates of the numbers of 
injuries and persons injured cannot be considered 
as statistics on the number of accidents. 
This report was prepared by Charles S, Y!i\der of the fiivision 
o{ Uealth Interview Statistics. 
The major emphasis in this report is placed 
on the incidence of selected types of injury which 
have occurred during the 4-year period covered 
by the report. The use of data collected during the 
4 years of combined samples of the Health Inter-
view Survey contributed materially to the stability 
of the estimates of average annual incidence. A 
limited amount of data is presented on the average 
annual number of days of reduced activity and 
days spent in bed as a result of current injuries 
lasting less than 3 months. 
Five recent reports in the Health Statistics 
from the U.S. National Health Survey series 
present information about persons injured in 
various classes of accidents: Series B, Nos. 37 
and 40, the average annual experience during July 
1959-June 1961; Series B, No. 39, persons injured 
in the home; Series B, No. 41, persons injured 
while at work; and Series B, No. 42, persons 
injured in motor vehicle accidents. 
SOURCE AND 
LIMITATIONS OF DATA 
The information contained in this report is 
derived from household interviews conducted by 
the Bureau of the Census on behalf of the National 
Health Survey in a probability sample of the 
civilian population of the United States exclusive 
of the population in institutions. During each week 
of the year, a representative sample of the house-
holds of the Nation is interviewed. During the 
208-week period July 1957-June 1961, these con­
tinuing samples totaled about 149,000 households 
with approximately 485,000 members living at the 
1 
time of the interview. The information about the 
health status of household members was provided 
by adults reporting either about their own experi­
ence or about other closely related members of the 
family. 
A description of the design of the survey, 
methods used in estimation, and general qualifi­
cations of the data obtained from surveys is pre­
sented in Appendix I. Since estimates shown in this 
report are based on a sample of the population 
rather than on the entire population, they are sub­
ject to sampling error. Therefore, particular 
attention should be directed to the section entitled 
“Reliability of Estimates.” Although the sampling 
errors for most of the estimates are of relatively 
low magnitude, the sampling error may be high 
when an estimated number or the numerator or the 
denominator of a rate or percentage is small. 
Charts of relative sampIing errors and instruc­
tions for their use are presented in Appendix I. 
Certain terms used in this report are defined 
in Appendix 11. Since many of the terms have 
specialized meanings for the purpose of the sur­
vey, the reader is advised to familiarize himself 
with these definitions. For example, the current 
injuries discussed here are those conditions of the 
type classified to the nature of injury code numbers 
N800-N999 in the International Classification of 
Diseases and which have lasted less than 3 months. 
In addition to fractures, burns, and so forth, 
commonly thought of as injuries, the category 
also includes effects of exposure (e.g., sunburn), 
poisonings, and adverse reactions to immuniza­
tions. 
Information about injuries was obtained from 
the illness-recall questions 11-17 (see Appendix 
III for a facsimile of the questionnaire used during 
July 1960-June 1961). More detailed information 
about the nature of the injury was entered in 
Table I of the questionnaire. In addition, the 
number of disability days associated with the 
injury during the 2-week period prior to the week 
of interview was obtained. The interviewer also 
asked the questions shown in Table A of the ques­
tionnaire to obtain other facts relating to the 
accident and the injury. 
Annual estimates of the incidence of injuries 
are based on injuries occurring in the 2-week 
period prior to the week of interview. Annual 
estimates of days of disability due to current 
injury are derived from the number of disability 
days experienced during the 2-week-reference 
period and include all such days reported, even if 
the injury causing the disability occurred between 
2 weeks and 3 months prior to the interview week 
and was still bothering the person during the 2-
week-reference / period. The number of disability 
days due to current injuries excludes those days 
due to the present effects of injuries occurring 
prior to the 3-month period since residual effects 
of these earlier injuries are classified as chronic 
impairments. 
As mentioned earlier, the injuries referred 
to in this report are current injuries which have 
required medical attention or caused reduction of 
usual activities for at least a day. Since the survey 
includes data only on persons alive at the time of 
the household interview, injuries experienced and 
disability incurred during the 2-week period by 
persons who died prior to the interview are ex­
cluded from the statistics. Also excluded is the 
injury experience of persons who were not mem­
bers of the civilian, noninstitutional population at 
the time of the interview. However, current dis­
ability days caused by injuries lasting less than 3 
months which were sustained while a person was 
institutionalized or a member of the Armed 
Forces are included in the estimates if the person 
had become a household member by the time of 
the interview. 
Eight types of injury plus an’ ‘all other” group 
are presented in this report. A list of these 
categories with corresponding code numbers from 
the International Classification of Diseases (1955 
Revision) is given below. It will be noted that a 
group of rubrics included in N800-N999 are not 
shown in the list of code numbers. These are: 
N871, N886-N888, N896-N898, N995, N999.3-
N999.5. The conditions represented by these : 
rubrics are enucleation of eye, traumatic ampu­
tation of extremity or portion thereof, and com­
plications of trauma. For the purposes of the 
survey, enucleation of eye and traumatic ampu­
tation are coded as impairments rather than as 
current injuries. The complications of injury are 
not coded, but the original injury is included in 
the incidence of current injuries. 
M.wY ICD Code Numbers 
Skull fractures and N800, N801, N803, N850-
head injury, n.e.c. N856 
Other fractures and 
dislocations N802, N804-N839 
Fracture of femur N820, N821 
Other fractures N802 : N804-N819, N823-
N829 
Dislocations N830-N839 
Sprains and strains of 
back N846, N847 
Other sprains and 
strains N840-N845, N848 
Lacerations and N870, N872-N885, 
abrasions N890-N895, N900-N918 
Contusions N920-N929 
Burns N940-N949 
Adverse effects or 
medical/surgical N997, N998, N999.0-
procedures N999.2 
All other current N860-N869, N930-N936, 
injuries N950-N994, N996 
Poisonings N960-N979 
Other current N860-N869, N930-N936, 
injuries N950-N959, N980-N994, 
N996 
The content of several of these groups needs 
further explanation. The group skull fractures and 
head injury, n.e.c., excludes fracture of the face 
bones (N802), dislocation of jaw (N830), laceration 
and abrasion of eye and face (N870, N871, N872, 
N879, N904, N905, N907, N91O), contusions of eye 
and face (N920, N92 1), foreign body involving head 
(N930-N932), and burns of head or face (N940, 
N941, N946, N948). Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgical procedures includes, for the most part, 
adverse reactions to vaccinations, inoculations, 
and transfusions, as well as complications of 
nontherapeutic and therapeutic medical and sur­
gical procedures. These inclusions should be kept 
in mind in interpreting the data. Adverse effects 
often result from hypersensitivity of the individual 
to a properly administered therapeutic or prophy­
lactic product. Therefore, it is not surprising that 
a very high proportion of these effects occur 
among children under the age of 15—the ages at 
which vaccinations and inoculations are most 
frequent. As would be expected from the nature 
of many of these cases and from the age distri­
bution, the average duration of disability is lower 
than for most other types of injuries. 
MEASURES OF EFFECT OF INJURY 
The incidence of injuries, as defined for 
the National Health Survey, includes only those 
injuries which required medical attention or 
caused at least 1 day of reduced activity. These 
limiting criteria may be considered as actions 
measuring the effect of the injury on the individual. 
Other such actions are: requiring bed stay, re­
quiring hospitalization, and combinations of these 
actions. 
About 83 percent of the annual average of 
48.2 million injuries included in the total incidence 
resulted in medical attention; about 59 percent 
necessitated that the injured person cut down on 
his usual activities for at least a day (table A). 
Approximately 20.1 million injuries, or 42 percent 
of the total, required both medical attention and 
activity restriction (tables 1 and 2). About 24 per-
cent of all injuries caused the individual to spend 
at least 1 day in bed; included with these bed 
disabling injuries were 5 percent of the total which 
necessitated hospitalization. 
Examination of table A gives some impression 
of the relative effect of specific types of injury on 
the person. Other fractures and dislocations had 
the highest percentage of the injuries medically 
attended and required a much greater percent of 
hospitalization than the other condition groups. 
Lacerations and abrasions and burns, on the 
average, caused less reduction in daily activities 
than any of the other categories. 
If a comparison is made of these measures of 
effect of injury for males and females, it can be 
seen that a lower proportion of injuries sustained 
by females were medically attended, but a higher 
proportion caused activity restriction, including 
bed stay (table 2). These phenomena appear con­
tradictory, but may be accounted for by a mixture 










Table A. Percent of	 current injuries by measures of effect of injury according to type: 
United States, July 1957-June 1961 
Average Measures of effect of injury 
annua 1 
number of 
Type of injury current Activity Injuries 
injuries Medically restrict- Bed- requirhg 
in attended ing disabling hosPitali­
thousands injuries injuries injuries zation 
All injuries 
Skull, fractures and 
head injury, n.e.c 
Other fractures and 
dislocations 
Sprains and strains of back---
Other sprains and strains 
Lacerations and abrasions 
Contusions 
Burns 
Adverse effects of medical/
surgical procedures 
All other current injuries----











injuries. Also, itis likelythatahighproportion of 
injuries sustained by males while at work were 
medically attendedas aresult of industrialregu­
lations and of precautionary measures takenby 
employers to assure lower absenteeism rates 
caused by complications suchasinfections. Onthe 
other hand, many of the injuries sustained by 
females athome werenot medically attended,but 
mighthave caused restrictionofusual dailyactiv­
ities. 
As age increased, theproportionofmedically 
attended injuries declined, while theproportionof 
activity restricting injuries increased (tables 3 
and4). A similar increase was noted for injuries 
resulting inbed disability. 
Percent of total cases 
82.8 59.0 23.5 4.7 
88.6 56.4 32.0 7.5 
93.5 72.3 32.7 18.5 
73.6 78.5 37.4 
73.8 71.6 26.0 2.; 









81.4 63.8 37.0 
78.8 58.4 25.9 2.: 
INCIDENCE OF INJURIES 
BY TYPE 
Sex and Age 
During the4-year periodJuly1957-June 1961, 
an annual average of approximately 380 million 
acute illnesses andinjurieswas experiencedby the 
civilian, noninstitutional population of the United 
States. Included in this estimate was an average 
annual incidence of48 milli~n injuries. Therela­
tionship of the incidence of injuries and acute 
conditions was such that one outof eightof these 














‘The detailed tables show eight categoriesof 
injuries andan “allother’’group.Includedinthese 
categories are severaltypesofinjuries—fracture 
of femur, other fractures, dislocations, andpoi­
sonings—which were shown separately on the 
original tabulations, but werecombinedwithother 
categories in the detailed tables because cross-
classification according to the variables in these 
tables would have resultedin estimates havinga 
high sampling error. It is possible, however, to 
present datn for these types of injuries intotal 
and for males andfemales. Fromthelistingshown 
in table B, it can be seen that combinations have 
been made and some idea of the relative contri­
bution of these smaller classes to the combined 
category can be obtained. 
The average incidence rate during the 4-year 
period, July 1957-June 1961 was 27.8 injuries per 
100 persons per year (tables B and 5). Among the 
categories shown in the detailed tables, the inci­
dence rate was highest for lacerations and abra­
sions and lowest for bums. Males experienced 
injuries at a substantially higher rate than did 
females—the excess in rate amounting to about 
44 percent. The sex differential in rate was high­
est for skull fractures and head injury, with the 
rate for males about twice that for females. 
Among the age groups shown in table 5 the 
incidence rate for males for all injuries exceeded 
that for females in each age group except 65 years 
and over. In this latter age group the injury rate 
for females was almost twice that for males. A 
decline in the rate for males 65 years and over is 
an important factor in explaining the reversal in 
the sex ratio. However, it is interesting that a 
similar decrease in rate at older ages was not 
Table B. Average annual incidence of current injuries and number of current injuries 




Skull fractures and head injury, n.e. c.-
Other fractures and dislocations------’--
Fracture of femur 
Other fractures 
Dislocations 
Sprains and strains of back









Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgic?il procedures 















Average incidence of in- per 100 persons

juries in thousands per year

48.164	 27,794 20,370 27.8 33.0 22.9— 
2,314 1,536 778 1.3 1.8 0.9 
4,507 2,471 2,037 2.6 2.9 2.3 
122 0.1 * * 
3,540 1,98; 1,55; 2.0 
846 467 379 0.5 $2 ;:: 
2,561 1,472 1,089 1.5 
5,904 3,254 2,650 ;:; ::: 
15,081 9,588 5,493 ;:? 11.4 6.2 
8>301 4,119 4,182 4.8 4.9 4.7 
1,973 1,082 892 1.1 1.3 1.0 
2,200 978 1,222 1.3 1.2 1.4 
5.323 3.294 2.028 3.1 3.9 2.3 
822 524 299 0.5 0.6 0.3 







noted for females. Instead, the injury rate in­
: creased for several categories, notably contusions 
and other fractures and dislocations. 
The report, “Persons Injured by Detailed 
Type and Class of Accident” (Series B, No. 
37 of Health Statistics from the U.S. National 
Health Survey), for the 2-year period July 1959-
June 1961 showed a similar decline in rate for in­
jured males 65 years and over, but there was none 
for females in this age group. Examination of the 
tabulations which were the basis for the report 
shows that the decline in rate for males occurred 
among those who had retired from the “usually 
working” category and were no longer subject to 
the risk of work injuries. About 65 percent of the 
average male population 65 years and over during 
the 2-year period were retired persons; during 
this period the rate of persons injured was 14.5 
per 100 retired persons 65 years and over. The 
rate for’ ‘usually working” males 65 years and over 
was 20.5 per 100 persons. These figures indicate 
that retirement of males from the working popu­
lation to a status less subject to the risk of injury 
accounted for much of the decline in the injury 
rate for this age group. 
The injury rate for females 65 years and 
over did not show a reduction, probably because 
a smaller proportion of older women retire from 
their major activity of “usually working” or 
“usually keeping house.” Data collected during 
July 1959-June 1961 show that only about 12 per-
cent of the female population aged 65 and over, as 
compared with the aforementioned 65 percent 
among males, considered their usual activity 
status as “retired.” Therefore, a high proportion 
of the older women continued to keep house or to 
perform other work, and were thus exposed to the 
risk of injury. 
A difference in age distribution of males and 
females aged 65 and over does not account for the 
sex reversal in rates. The injury rates per 100 
persons per year from the 4-year data are shown 
below: 
Male Female 
65+ years 15.6 27.7 
65-69 years 15.8 25.9 
70-74 years 16.4 27.8 
75+ years 14.7 29.4 
Selected Social and Economic Characteristics 
The incidence of injuries was further classi­
fied by family income, residence, geographic 
region, living arrangements, and calendar quarter 
to determine what effect these variables had on 
the incidence rate. The rate of injury for persons 
whose family income was $7,000 and over was 
substantially higher than the rate for persons with 
family income under $4,000 (tables C and 6). This 
difference occurred almost exclusively among 
persons under 45 years of age; the rates for older 
persons were the same in each income group. No 
single type of injury was primarily responsible 
for the difference in rates. However, three 
groups—other fractures and dislocations, other 
sprains and strains, and lacerations and abra­
sions—had incidence rates that contributed to the 
excess. 
Examination of data shown in the National 
Health Survey report “Persons Injured by Detailed 
Type and Class of Accident” (Series B, No. 37, 
table 13) provides a possible explanation. The 
criterion of medical attendance used for inclusion 
of injuries in the survey data results in a compar­
atively low rate of injury in the low income groups 
and contributes materially to the rate of injury 
among persons with family income of $7,000 or 
more. It is quite possible that minor injuries, 
such as strains, lacerations, or abrasions, re­
sulting in no activity restriction, increase the rate 
of injury in the high income group because a 
physician was seen, while similar injuries among 
persons of lower economic status would be ex­
cluded from the tabulations because the person was 
not medically attended. The rate of injury among 
persons under 45 years of age would be affected 
to a somewhat greater extent because the practice 
of consulting a physician for comparatively minor 
injuries occurs more frequently for injuries sus­
tained by children. 
Further reference to the above-mentioned 
report on persons injured (Series B, No. 37, table 
13) shows that for persons with activity-restrict- ~ 
ing injuries, i.e., injuries requiring at least 1 day 
of reduction of daily activities (with or without 
medical attendance), the rate of injury for persons 
with family income under $4,000 was substantially 
the same as that for persons with family income 






















































Table C. Average annual incidence of current i.njuri.es
and number of current injuries

per 100 persons,by age and selected characteristics:United States, July 1957-June 1961

Under Under 
Characteristic All 45 45+ All 45 45+ ages years years ages years years 
Number of injuries

Average incidence of per 100 persons

injuries in thousands per year





Under $4 000---------------------------- 15,696 10,541 5,156 25.9 27.3 23.5 
Under 42,000 5,969 3,444 2,524 24.0 25.1 22.6 
$2,000-3,999-------------------------- 9,728 7,096 2,631 27.3 28.5 24.5 
$4,000-6,999----------------------------17,611 14,400 3,212 28.6 29.8 24.0





Urban 28,437 21,112 7,326 27.2 29.5 22.4

Rural nonfarm 14,019 11,132 2,887 29.2 30.4 25.4

Rural farm 5,708 4,065 1,642 27.6 28.1 26.3

Northeast 11,266 8,485 2,781 25.6 28.3 19.8

North Central 14,482 10,996 3,486 28.4 30.3 23.5

South 13,870 10,220 3,650 26.5 26.9 25.3





Living alone or with nonrelatives 3,413 1,459 1,954 31.1 38.1 27.3

Li.vingwith relatives-married 14,529 8,741 5,788 17.9 19.2 16.3

Living with relatives-other 30,222 26,109 4,113 37.3 35.6 54.1

July-September 14,650 11,293 3,357 
October-December 11,104 8,028 3,076 ::: ::2 ::: 
January-March 10,043 7,514 2,528 5.8 6.1 5.0 
April-June 12>367 9,474 2,894 7.1 7.7 5*7 
7

persons under 45 years of ageresidingin the West 
was significantly greater than the rates in other 
regions. It seems that injuries to persons in this 
age group were largely responsible for the re­
gional difference. 
When theincidence ofinjuries is distributed 
according to the living arrangements of the injured 
persons, the injury rate for married persons 
living with relatives is substantially lower than 
that of persons living alone or with nonrelatives 
or other nonmarried members of families (table 
9). It should be explained that the “other” group 
living with relatives consists of persons who are 
widowed, divorced, separated, or never married 
but who are living with a relative. ‘The difference 
in rates may be a function of age; that is, the 
high rate for the “other” group may result from 
the large number of children who make up this 
group (68 percent of this group were under 15 
years of age). The majority of persons under 45 
included in the “living alone” group are probably 
students or those who have left home to work else-
where. 
The rate of injury was highest during the 
July-September quarter of a typical year during 
the period from July 1957-June 1961 (table 10). 
The injury rate was lowest during the average 
January-March quarter. No one type of injury had 
a rate that was markedly different during the high 
quarter to explain the increased rate. However, 
the difference occurred principally among persons 
under 45 years of age. The rates for older persons 
were not significantly different by quarter. 
DISABILITY DAYS 
ASSOCIATED WITH INJURIES 
The numbers of restricted-activity and bed-
disability days associated with each type of injury 
are shown in tables 11 and 13, and the rates per 
100 persons in the population are shown in tables 
D, 12, and 14. Since the same person may experi­
ence more than one type of injury in the same 
accident, the sum of disability days for all injuries 
may be greater than the total number of person-
days of disability due to injury. As mentioned 
earlier, the total number of injuries exceeded the 
number of persons injured by about 5 percent; this 
may be taken as a rough estimate of the amount 
by which the number of disability days shown for 
all injuries exceeds the person-days attributable 
to injury. For example, a person may sustain a 
fracture of the fibula and a laceration of the thigh, 
both of which require 2 days in bed. On each day of 
disability 2 condition-days, but only 1 person-day, 
are counted. 
It should be remembered that a day spent in 
bed—i.e., abed-disability day—is also considered 
to be a restricted-activity day, but the converse 
form is not necessarily true, since a person may 
cut down on his usual activities for the day but not 
be required to spend the day in bed. 
Fractures and dislocations, other than skull 
fracture, caused an average of about 48 days of 
reduced activity per year for each 100 persons in 
the population, or a total of 83 million days of 
restricted activity (including 23 million days in 
bed). All injuries caused an average of about 161 
days of restricted activity and 45 days of bed 
disability per 100 persons in the population per 
year. Therefore, other fractures and dislocations 
accounted for about 30 percent of the disability 
days resulting from injuries. 
The rate of disability rose sharply as age 
increased. Among persons 65 and over, the rate 
of restricted-activity days associated with in-
juries was about three times that for children 
under 15 years of age. 
In general, males experienced more days of 
disability due to injury than did females. However, 
among females aged 45 and over, the rate of re­
stricted activity was greater than among males in 
this age group. The rate of bed-days for persons 
65 years and over was greater for females than 
it was for males; but the rate for each sex aged 





Another way of examining these data on dis­
,	 ability days is in terms of the average duration of 
disability per case. This figure is obtained by 
dividing the estimated number of days per year for 
I each type of injury by the incidence of cases of 
that type. It has been mentioned previously that all 
1 disability days during the 2-week reference peri­
od are counted, regardless of when the injury 
I causing the disability occurred. 
Figure 1 shows the average duration of dis­
ability per case for each type of injury. Fracture 
of the femur caused 58.5 days of reduced activity 
including 38.3 days of bed disability. Other 
fractures necessitated 18.3 days of restricted 
activity and 4.5 days in bed. Dislocations required 
13.0 days of reduced activity and 3.2 bed-days. 
The other types of injury caused fewer disability 
days per case. 
Average number of disability cloys per injury 
Type of injury o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
Skull froctures ond head 4.6 
Injury, n,e.c. ......................... 
58.5 
Fracture of femur,,,,..,,,..., ...... 
C)ther fractures ................. ....... 
Dislocat ions ............................. 
Sprains and strains of 
bock ...................................... 
Other sprains and strains ..., 
Lnceratlnr!s and abrasions.,,, 
Contus ions ................................ 
Burns ...................................... ... 
Adverse effects of medical-
surgical procedures . ......... 
Poisonings ..................... .. ......... 






























Table D. Number of restricted-activity and bed-disability days due to current inju­

riesl per 100 persons per year, by sex and type: United States, July 1957-June 1961

Both
Type of injury Male Female sexes 
1 w 
Restricted-activity 3ed-disability days 
days per 100 persons per 100 persons 
per year per year 
All injuries 160.8 175.9 146.5 44.8 — 48.0 41.7 
Skull fractures and head 
n.e.c 
injury, 
6.2 7.4 5.1 2.3 2.7 1.9 
Other fractures and dislocations 47.9 53.4 42.7 13.4 14.7 12.2 
Fracture of femur 3.3 
Other fractures 3;:; 4?:: 3::2 ;:; 1;:; 7.8 
Dislocations 6.3 7.8 5.0 1.5 2.0 1.1 
Sprains and strains of back------------- 11.7 13.1 10.4 3.6 3.4 
Other sprains and strains 22.6 23.1 22.2 ::: 5.2 
Lacerations and abrasions 24.8 31.3 18.7 6.3 2:: 
Contusions 26.0 22.7 29.1 7.4 ;:: 9.0 
Burns 4.2 4.8 3.7 1.3 0.9 1.6 
Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgical procedures 3.1 3.5 2.8 1.7 1.9 1.5 
All other current injuries 14.2 16.7 11.8 4.4 5.4 3.4 
Poisonings 1.0 1.3 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.4 
Other current injuries 13.2 15.4 11.2 3.9 4.8 3.0 
lEx~ludes disability days associated with impairments due to injuv. 


















MEASURES OF EFFECT OF INJURY

Average annual number of current injuries, by measures of effect of injury, sex,
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Percent distribution of current injuries, bymeasuresof effect of injury accord­

ing to sex and type: United States, July 1957-June 1961-------------------------

Average annual number of current injuries, by measures of effect of injury

according to sex and type: United States, JULY 1957-June 1961.---------------.-.
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5.	 Average annual number of current injuries and number of current injuries per 100

persons per year, by age, sex, and type: United Statea, July 1957-June 1961-----

6. Average annual number of current injuries and number of current injuries per 100
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10.	 Average quarterly number of current injuries and number of current injuries per

100 persons per quarter, by quarter, age, and type: 1957-61---------------------

RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY AND BED-DISABILITY DAYS ASSOCIATED WITH INJURIES, BY AGE AND SEX

f
 11.	 Average annual number of restricted-activity days due to current injuries, by

age, sex, and type: United States, July 1957-June 1961--------------------------

12.	 Number of restricted-activity days due to current injuries per 100 persons per

year, by age, sex, and type: United States, July 1957’-June 1961-----------------

13.	 Average annual number of bed-disability days due to current injuries, by age,

sex, and type: United Statea, July 195j’-June 1961-------------------------------

14.	 Number of bed-disability days due to current injuries per 100 persons per year,












Table 15.	 Average annual population used in obtaining rates shown in this publication, by

geographic region, residence, sex, and age: United States, July 1957-June 1961-- 27

16. Average population used in obtaining rates shown in this publication, by family

































Table 1, Average annualnumber of curren~injuries,bymeasuresof effect of injury, sex, and type: United

States, July 1957-June 1961

[DRts are based on household interviews of the nivilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on tie re-
liability oftbeestimates aregiven in Appendix I. Definitionsoftennsa regiveni n”AppendixfI] 









Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c. 2,314

Other fractures and dislocations 4,507

Sprains and strains of back------------------ 2,561



















Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c. 1,536 
Other fractures and dislocations 2,471 
Sprains and strains of back------------------ 1,472 

















Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c------- 778

Other fractures and dislocations 2,037

Sprains and strains of back------------------ 1,089













All other current injuries 2,028

SOTIM n.e.c.- rmtelsewhere classified. 
Meas~~es of effect of injury 
Activity restricting Bed disabling
s:gw=~)
Average number of injuries in thousands

19,741 20,114 8,308 11,323 
1,008 1,043 263 741 
1,248 2,966 293 1,472 
550 1,335 677 957 
1,674 2,684 1,545 1,534 
;,;;; 4,979 1,610 2,077 
3,456 2,125 2,082 
1;036 683 254 268 
796 994 410 815 
2,217 1,975 1,131 1,377 
12,231 11,574 3,989 6.060 
724 647 441 
753 1,575 775 
308 749 415 ;+~ 
950 1,622 682 







328 496 154 323 
1,479 1,268 548 833 
7,510 8,541 4,319 5,263 
284 396 299 
495 1,390 15; 697 
242 586 262 464 
724 +,::: 864 668 







468 498 256 491 
738 708 582 543 































Table 2. Percent distributionOf current injwies, by measuree Of effect of injury according to sex and

type: United States, July 1957-June 1961

[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional DCWJMO.. TheSUIW.V ze.eml andirfmmatkmdesien. cmalifi.atkms, cmthem.

liabiIity estimatesgiven rn&I. Definitions ~ppendix
O( he are h o?t&ma;e”@”venh If]

Measures of effect of injury

Sex and type of injury Medically Activity restricting Bed disabling
attended
 (included
total but not in activity





Both eexes Percent distribution

All injuries	 I.00.O 41.0 41.8 L7.2 23.5— 
Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c. 100.0 43.6 45.1 11.4 32.0 
Other fractures and dislocationa 100.0 27.7 65.8 32.7 
Sprains and strains of back LOO.0 21.5 52.1 22:; 37.4 
Other sprains and strains Loo ,0 28.4 45.5 26.2 26.0 
Lacerations and abrasiona Loo .0 56.3 33.0 10.7 13.8 
Contusions LOO.0 32.8 41.6 25.6 25.1 
.------ 100.0 52.5 34.6 12.9 13.6 
~v~;se effects of medicalf 
surgical procedures LOO.0 36.2 45.2 18.6 37.0 
All other current injuries 100.0 41.7 37.1 21.3 25.9 
All injuries 100.0 44.0 41.6 14.4 21.8 
Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c. 100.0 47.1 42.1 LO.7 28.7 
Other fractures and dislocationa 100.0 30.5 ;+: 31.4 
Sprains and atrains of back 100.0 20.9 28.; 33.6 
Other sprains and strains 100.0 29.2 49:8 21.0 26,6 













Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgical procedures 100.0 33.5 50.7 15.7 33.0 
All other current injuries - 100.0 44.9 38.5 16.6 25.3 
Female

All injuries 100.0 36.9 41.9 21.2 25.8 
Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c------- 100.0 36.5 50.9 * 38.4 
Other fractures and disl,ocations 100.0 24.3 68.2 34.2 
Spraine and strains of back 











Lacerations and abrasiona 100.0 51.5 35.3 13.2 16.3 
Contusions 100.0 29.8 40.7 29.5 25.5 
Burns 100.0 54.1 29.3 * * 
Adverse effects of medical} 
surgical procedures 100.0 38.3 40.8 20.9 40.2 




































Table 3. Average annual number of current injuries, by measurea of effect of injury, age, and type:

United States, July 1957-June 1961

[Data
me based on household interview of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the re-
liability of theestimates are~iven in At.wendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven in Awendix II]. . 
Measures of effect of injury 
Age and type of injury Medically Activity restricting Bed disabling 
Total 
attended (included
but not in activity




Under 15 years Average number of injuries in thousanda 

All injuries 17,439 7,816; 6,609 3,014 I 3,722

Skull fracturea and head injury, n.e.c. 1,319 689 517 * 381 
Other fractures and dislocations ;;; 225 759 * , 340 
* <.
Sprains and strains of back

Other sprains and straina 1,324 300 55: 46;

Lacerationsand abrasions 7,335 4,185 2,205 946

Contusions 2,305 727 982 596

Burns 612 270 224 *

Adverse effects of medical/

surgical procedures 1,337 459 642 236 490

All other current injuries 2,017 879 636 502 517

15-44 years 
All injuries 18,870 7,580 8,284 3,006 4,407 
Slcullfractures and head injury, n.e.c. 620 160 341 * 240 
Other fractures and dislocations 1,943 631 1,192 478 
Spraina and strains of back 1,313 241 731 34; 581 
Other sprains and strains 2,743 776 1,318 648 676 











Adverse effects of mediQal/ 
surgical procedures 496 162 209 222 
All other current injuries 23004 876 779 35: 524 
45+ yeara

All injuries 11,855 4,345 5,221 2,288 3,194 
Skull fracturesand head injury, n.e.c. 375 159 185 7’< * 
Other fractureaand dislocationa 1,572 392 1,015 164 653 
Spraina and straina of back 1,050 225 514 311 329 
Other sprains and strains 1,837 598 810 429 491 











Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgical procedures 368 176 

































Table 4. Percent distributionof current injuries, by measures of effect of injury according to age and

type: United States, July 1957-June 1961

~atawehased in@rviews noninstitutional Thesurvey ga"eral a"dinfomation
onhousehold oftiecivilia . ~pul tion. design, q.aIifi.ations, omther@lia. 
hilityofestimatesgiven L Definitions inthe are in, lendix oftamsaregive  4ppendix@ 
Measures of effect of injury 
Age and type of injury Medics lly 
/Activity restrkthg \Bed disablinz 















Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c------- 100.0

Other fracturea and dislocations 100.0

Sprains and strains of the back 100.0

Other sprains and strains 100.0

















Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c-------

Other fractures and dislocations

Sprains and strains of the back



















Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c.

Other fractures and dislocations

Sprains and strains of the back

Other sprains and strains






























































44.8 37.9 17.3 21.3 
52.2 39.2 * 28.9 
22.7 76.5 * 34.3 
,’r 
22.; 42.; 35.; 27.7 
57.1 30.1 12.9 12.1 
31.5 42.6 25.9 23.$ 
44.1 36.6 * 
34.3 48.0 17.7 36.6 
43.6 31.5 24.9 25.6 
40.2 43.9 15.9 23.4 
25.8 55.0 * 38.7 
32.5 61.3 24.6 
18.4 55.7 26.; 44.2 
28.3 48.0 23.6 24.6 









32.7 41.7 44.8 
43.7 38.9 17.: 26.1 
36.7 44.0 19.3 26.9 
42.4 49.3 
24.9 64.6 10.; 41.; 
21.4 49.0 29.6 31.3 
32.6 ::.; 23,4 ::.; 
55.6 10.6 
31.9 39:7 28.3 26:8 
49.1 40.3 * * 
47.8 
35.5 43.: 21.: 25.; 
Excludedfmm thesestatistics hvolvhgneither activity










Table 5. Average annual number of current injuries and number of current injuries per 100 persons per year, by age, sex, and

type: United States, July 1957-June 1961

~Wtl fir, hnwd an Im.solmkl interviews cJthe civilian, ncminstibkml pqwktim, ‘lb survey d.sign, general q..kfi< ions, and inkm,ation on the relMiIiLy of the estimates are 
given in ,\ppendixl. Definitions oftems nregivcn in\ppendix 
I 
SC% and type of injury All 
Under 
15-24 25-44 45-64 65+ All II 
II ‘;?15-24 I 25-44 I 45-64 I 65t15 ages 
years years years years years Iges years years years years years 
~’ ~ 
Both sexes I Average number of injuries in thousands iumberof injuries per 100 perscmspsr year 
l===-
Skull fractures and head 
injury, n.e.c 2,314 1,319 290 330 229 * 2.4 0.7 0.6 *-
Other fractures and dislocations- 4,507 ;;: 690 1,253 1,o23 549 ;:2 H 2.s 2.9 3.7 
Sprains and strains of back----- 2,561 416 898 870 180 M 2.0 
Other sprains and strains------- 5,904 1,324 1,194 1,549 1,334 503 ::: ;:; 3.4 N M 
Lacerations and abrasions------- 15,081 7,335 2,076 3,385 1,837 449 8.7 lM 





















Adwrw effects of medical/ 
surgical procedures------------ 2,200 1,337 160 336 304 
.A. 0.7 0.7 0.9 ,:-
All athcr current injuries------ 5,323 2,017 699 1,304 961 341 ::? ;:; 3.1 2.9 2.7 2.3 





All injuries-------------- 27,794 6,965 4,447 * 33.0 37.4 I 46.1 I 32.0 26.0 15.6

Skull fractures and head 
injury, n.e.c 1,536 919 224 244 $, 3.3 >:-
Other fractures and dislocations-
Sprains and strains of back-----






























Laccratfons and abrasions------- 9,5s8 :,;;; 1,371 2,071 1,182 247 11.4 1;:: 1::3 9.5 6.9 3.6 
Contusions---------------------- 4,119 894 1,101 681 189 4.9 4.5 8.5 5.1 4.0 2.8*





surgical procedures------------ 978 636 $: >f< ;< >: 1.2 2.3 $: >? ,: ?,





Skull fractures and head ---1-
injury, n.e.c 778 400 $, . ,* * 0.9 1.5 J, * 
.:. >: 
Other fractures acddislOcations- 2,037 421 207 50: 537 367 2.3 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.9 4.5 
Sprains and strains of back----- 1,0s9 196 322 397 * 1.7 2.2 >: 
Other sprains snd strains------- 2,650 58; 325 682 702 35; ::; ;:2 3.8 4.3 
Lacerations and abrasions------- 5,493 2,618 705 1,314 655 202 6.2 H 2:: 5.5 3.6 
$N;sians 4,182 1,051 559 857 912 802 ~ 4.7 3.9 4.7 3.6 5.0 3:: . . ” 892 282 311 183 
. 1.0 1.0 * 1.3 1.0 ,., 
All injuries-------------- 20,370 4,654 4,079 2pJ 22.9 25.9 20.3 19.6 22.3 27.7

Adwr.w effects of medical/

surgical procedures------------ 1>222 212 177 >., 1.4 2.6 * 0.9 
.:






























Table 6. Average annual number of current injuriesand number of current injuriesper 100 personsper year,

by family income,age, and type: United Statea,July 1957-June1961

~ata are based cm household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, g&ml qualifications, and information on the r.dia. 
bilityof theestimates aregiven in Appendix I. Definitions oftsnns aregiven in Appendix Il 
Family income

Age and type of injury

All 
$4,000 $gjg- All ‘rider $:;:::- $7,000PincomeslII ‘rider $7,000+ .ncomea $4,000 
Average number of injuries Number of injuriesper

All ages in thousanda 100 personsper year

All injuries 48,164 15,696 17 611 12 081 27.8 25.9 28.6
- ~ —

Skull fracturesand head 
injury,n.e.c--------------------- 2,314 730 992 472 1.3 1.2 1.6 
Other fracturesand dislocations--- 4,507 1,527 1,423 1,316 2.6 2.5 2.3 
Sprainaand atrainaof back 2,561 932 961 546 
Other sprainsand strains 5,904 1,834 2,085 1,586 H H H 
Lacerationaand abrasions 15,081 4,748 5,671 3,888 8.7 9.2 
Contusions 8,301 2,822 3,078 1,867 4.8 ::; 5,0 
Burns 1,973 712 721 378 1.1 1.2 1.2 
Adverse effects of medicalf 
surgicalprocedures 2,200 585 856 645 
All other current injuries 5,323 1,807 1,824 1,383 ;:: M i:: 
Under 45 yeara

All injuries 36,309 10,541 14,400 9,490 29.6 27.3 29.8

Skull fractures and head 
injury, n.e. c 1,939 546 880 403 1.4 
Other fracturesand dielocations--- 2,935 819 1,045 958 ;:; 2.1 ;:! 
Sprainsand atrainsof back 1,511 494 611 340 1.3 
Other sprainaand strains 4,067 1,036 1,644 1,116 H ::? 
Lacerationsand abrasions 12,796 3,892 5,061 3,276 10.4 1::; 10.5 
Contusions 5,716 1,514 2,357 1,425 4.7 3.9 4.9 




surgicalprocedures 1,832 482 741 1.5 1.2





All injuries 11,855 5,156 3,212 2,592 23.5 23.5 24.0

Skull fracturesand head 
injury,n.e.c 375 184 0.7 0.8 
Other fractureaand dislocations--- 1,572 708 37; 35: 3.1 ;.; 2.: 
Spraineand strainsof back 1,050 438 350 207 2.1 2.6 
Other sprainsand atraina 1,837 798 441 470 3:6 



















surgicalprocedures 368 * * ;.;

All other current injuries 1,302 590 35; 238 . 2.; 2.;

lun~nown family inwme includedin “Ulinc?mes. ” 
NOTES n.e.c.— not elsewhere classified.































Table 7. Average annual number of current injuriesand number of current injuries per 100 persons per year, by residence,

age, and type: United States, July 1957-June1961

[DW+w hnwl0.hml.dmhl
intwvimw oftlw civilian, noninstitutional population. Tim survey design, g.amrd q.rdifimtims, rmcl information on Owm}imbility of the cstimutcs we 
giwnin lpnmdixl. P0finition50f 1cmsatogi\,enin AppaAixlfl 
Residence

Age and type of injury

All II Urban I Rural I Rura1
aress nonfarm farm








Sprains and strains of back























Sprains and strains of back























Spraine and strains of back













All other current injuries

\l ‘I I:V: n .e-nr)t olsttt,lL<.rQ.l,ts..ifi.d 
48,164 28,437 14,019 5,708 
2,314 1,433 658 222 
4,507 2,843 1,158 506 
2,561 1,462 801 298 
5,904 3,627 1,633 643 
15,081 8,337 :,;?: 1,:;: 
8,301 5>158 
1,973 1,192 ’613 169 
2,200 1,329 555 316 
5>323 3,057 1,552 714 




1,939 1,158 595 186 
2,935 1,830 770 336 
1,511 793 555 163 
4>067 2,445 1,200 421 













11,855 7,326 2,887 1,642 
I I 
375 275 
1,572 I,gj; 38; 17; 
1,050 246 
1,837 1,182 43; 222 









368 I1,302 230 838 27; 18; 
All Urban Rura1 I Rural areas 1 Inonfarm farm 








;:: ;:! 2.4 
H ;:: H 
8.7 8.0 8.9 
4.8 4.9 
1.1 1.1 ;:: 
H ;:; H 
29.6 29.5 28.1 
1.6 1.3 










1.5 1.5 1.9 





2:: 2.0 * 
3.6 
‘?:: H 
5.1 ::: 6.1 
1.0 0.9 * 












Table 8. Average annual number of current injuries and number of current injuries per 100 persons per year, by region, age,

and type: United States, July 1957-June 1961

[Ms am based0.iwuseti.ld n.ni.stit.timml
,Mcwici,d tlwcivilian, pq ktim. llmsuwcydesign, pmwml q.nlific.tions, md in fmn.tim m the mliahilitv of th. wtinmk.. w. 
$ivcn ., I.Definitions of terms me.iv.n \niF..diin.iv”cndix .- ---in .-.,-..-..’ YTfl 
Region

Age and type of injury 
All North- All North-
regions east Cst:!l s“’Jth W“t regions I east c~~~~l South West 
Average number of injuries Number of injuries per 100

All ages in thousands persons-per yeir

All injuries----------------------- 48,164 11,266 14,482 m ~ 27.8 25.6 28.41 26.5 33.4 . 
Skull fractures and head 
injury, n.e.c 2,314 509 773 62? 411 
Other fractures and dislocaticma---------











;:; M ::: 



































surgical procedures--------------------- 2,200 590 697 515 399 1.3 
All Other current injuries--------------- 5,323 1,412 1>556 1,539 816 $? 3.2 k: i:: H 
Under 45 years

All injuries----------------------- 36,309 B,485 10,996 = 6,608 29.6 28.3 30.3 26.9 35.7

Skull fracturea and head -L

injury, n.e.c 1>939 377 651 557 353 1.8

Other fractures and dislocations--------- 2,935 715 784 816 620 H ;:: 2.2 ;:; :::























Burna------------------------------------ 1,492 349 372 500 271 1.2 1.2’ 1:0 1.3 1.5 
Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgical procedures--------------------- 1,832 538 554 406 334 1.1 1.8 
All other current injuries--------------- 4,020 1,105 1,153 1,128 635 $: H ::; 3.0 3.4 
Other sprains and strains---------------- 4,067 1,153 1,162 969 782 ::; M i::

Skull fractures and head -L. .
In Jury,n.e.c 375 
>!.. >t 0.7 >,>. >,, 
Other fractures and dislocaticma---------

































All injuries----------------------- 11,855 2,781 3,486 ~ 1,938 23.5 19.8 23.5 25.3 27.4

* ~
Burns 481 . 195 * 1.0 >,< #,

Adversa effects of medical/

surgical procedures--------------------- 368 4< >? +< .,,.. 0.7 .,!,.

All otl-ier
current injuries--------------- 1,302 307 403 411 182 2.6 2.2 2.; 2.: 2.;

: ! 
X(WV n.mc. -not .Iw,vhc.r. ?Iossiried. 
































Table 9. Average annual numberofcurrent injuriesand number ofcurrent injuries per 100 persons per year, by living arrange­
ment, age, and type: United States, July 1957-June1961 
mu Imwlonhvw,lmkl nmdnstit”tional Iho[nnh, htwkw. oftheei,ili.w pqmlati... ww design, WWml qualification:. and in fmration on therelinbili~y of the wtimaws m 
&!iVO. i. VvndixI De flnitions oftems.regivc”in 4pp.”dix I~ 
I Living arrangement 
Livimz
Ago and type of injury 
‘otal with non-
relative Married Other 
II I 1 











Other fracturesand dislocat~ons 4,507

Sprains and strains of back 2,561























Other fracturesand dislOcatums 2,935

Sprains and strains of back 1,511























Other fractureaand dialocatlons 1,572

Sprains and strains of back 1,050













All other current injuries 1,302

,:L,T’ry n.,. t..- not ol. ouh. m clu.. if!ml. 
in thousands persons-peryear 
3.413 20.074 24.677 ~27 8 31.1 24.8 30.5 

























f, 618 1,472 * 0.8

338 2,231 2,754 H 3.1 2.8 H

1,459 11,852 22,998 29.6 38.1 26.1 31.3

$< 312 1,544 1.6 ;.: 2.1

172 1,189 1,574 2.4 4.;

,* 991 465 * 2:2 ;:;

193 1,619 2,254 ::: 3.6

450 3,403 ;,::: lg.; 1?:: 1:::

235 2,025 6.1 E 4.7
,: 628 ‘763 1:2 >., 1.4 1.0 


329 1,456 1.5 0.7 2.0

1,356 2,546 3.3 
.: 3.0 3.5

1,954 8,222 1,679 23.5 27.: 23.1 22.1

>,< 235 0.7 0.7

28C 1,000 2:; 3.1 s.; 2.8

xl 739 107 2.1 z.! 2.1

301 1,232 304 4.: 3.:

19: 1,873 218 ::? 2.; 5.2

54(	 1,606 439 5.1 7.: 4.5




21; 875 2:; 2.6 3.; 2.:











Table 10. Average quarterly number of current injuries and number of current injuries per 100 persons per quarter, byquarter,

age, and type: 1957-61

pqmdatio..
~IImam basedcmhwwimld i.kwiw.softhe civilian, .oni.stit.Cional The s.rvq design. general qualificatim>, and inf.nmtim on the rcli~hi!ity oftho estimttti-. m 
citcm in .i ,ndix I. De finitims of terns me ~iven in \ppmdix II] 
Quarter

Age and type of injury

July- October- JMhy- April- July- October- January- April-

3eptember December June September December March June

Average number of injuries per Number of injuriesper 100

All ages quarter in thousands persons per quarter

All injuries--------------------------- 14,650 11,104 10,043 M 8.5 6.4 5.8 7.1— 
Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c.------ 676 502 454 682 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4

Other fractures and dislocations------------- 1,258 1,:(): 1,047 1,199 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7

Sprains and strains of back------------------ 609 789 514 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.3
Other sprains and straina-------------------- 1,576 1,556 1,354 1,418 0.9 0.9 :.; 0.8

Lacerations and abrasions-------------------- 5,153 2,928 2,841 4,159 3.0 1.7 2.4

Contusions----------------------------------- 2,262 2,140 1,883 2,016

Burns---------------------------------------- 594 391 512 476 H M ;:; M

Adverse effects of medical/

surgical procedures------------------------- 520 600 386 694 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4

All other current injuries------------------- 2,000 1,335 777 1,210 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.7

All injuries--------------------------- 11,293 8.028 7,514 ~ 9.3 6.6 6,1 7.7

Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c------- 528 395 409 606 0.3 0.3 0.5

Other fractures and dislocations------------- 882 ;5; 638 789 0.5

Sprains and strains of back------------------ 346 532 354 0.2 H M

Other sprains and straina-------------------- 992 1,035 933 1,106 0.8 0.8 0.9

Lacerations and abrasions-------------------- 4,556 2,509 2,343 3,388 2.1 1.9 2.7

Contusions----------------------------------- 1,604 1,384 1,367 1,361

Burns---------------------------------------- 432 311 421 328 ::: ;:: ;::

Adverse effects of medical/

surgical procedures------------------------- 423 459 300 651 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.5





All injuries--------------------------- 3,357 3 076 2 528 2,894 6.7 6.1 5.0 5.7
- -

Skull fracturesand head injury, n.e.c-------

Other fracturesand dislocations 37: 372 40: 41; 0.: 0.; 0.: 0.;
Sprains and straina of back 262 371 256 160 0.5 ;.; 0.3
Other sprsins and strains 584 520 421 312 1.2 M 0.6
Lacerationsand abrasions 597 419 498 771. 1.2 0:8 1.0 1.5
Contusions 659 756 515 655 1.5 1.0 1.3

Burns 162 * * * ::1 * * *








































Table 11. Average annual number of restricted-activitydays due to current injuries:by age, sex,

and type: United Statea, July 1957-June1961

rmlmw131mM
@atame based interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional popdation. The survey design, general qualifications, and information 
on the reliahilityofthe estimates aregiven in.4ppendixI. Definitions of terms are given in .4ppendix IIJ 
Sex and type of injury All 
Under 15-24 25-44 45-64 65+
15
ages years yeara years years years







Skull fracturesand head injury,n.e.c. 10,715

Other fracturesand dislocations 82,899

Sprains and atrains of back 20,289



















Skull fracturesand head injury,n.e.c-------- 6,217

Other fracturesand dislocations :$,:%;

Sprains and strains of back







Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgicalprocedures 2,945







Skull fractureaand head injury,n.e.c-------- 4,498 
Other fractureaand dislocations 37,957 
Sprains and strains of back 9,270 
Other sprains and strains 19,718 
Lacerationsand abrasiona 16,614 
Contusions 25,834 
Burns 3,308 
Adverse effects of medicall 
surgicalprocedures ------.- 2,489

All other current injuries 10,504

l~xoludesdieab)litydays associated with impairments duetoin@y. 
NOTE: n.e.o.--not ~lse;here classified. 
days in thousands 
49,179 40,547 71,086 73,890 43,580

3,150 1.961 1,984 1,764 1,856

12,275 8;437 21,306 26,444 14,438

601 3,859 6,897 6,860 2,071

4,460 7,393 9,728 10,390 7,158

13,101 7,231 11,748 7,245 3,639

5,825 6,::: 9,665 12,797 9,980

2,210 2,704 862 967

2,856 873 1,036 381

4,699 4,07; 6,182 6,492 3,089

30,301 25,616 41,053 34,886 16,232

2>317 1,176 1,033 974 716

8,521 6,388 13,008 12,079 4,946

462 2,283 4,016 3>189 1,070

2,554 4,523 5,339 4,080 2,917

7,567 5,323 7,342 4,569 1,549

3,458 3,::; ;,;;; 5,169 2,438





2,832 1,94: 3,720 3,578 1,96:

18,877 14,930 30,033 39,004 27,348

832 785 950 790 1,140

3>754 2,049 8,297 14,365 9,492

1,576 2,881 3,672 1,002

1,90: 2,870 4,389 6,311 4,242

5,534 1,908 4,405 2,676 2,090

2,367 3,361 ;,;;: 7,629 7,542






























Table 12. Number of restricted-activity days due to current injurieslper 100 persons per year, by

age, sex, and type: United States, July 1957-June 1961

~at,a are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information 
onthereliabHity of theestimates are given in Ap~ ldix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven in.4ppendix I~ 
All Under 15-24 25-44 45-64 65+Sex and type of injury 15 ages years years years yearsyears 
Number of restricted-activity days per 100

Both sexes persons per year

All injuries 160.8 89.7 181.4 156.2 208.9 290.5— — — 
Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c. 12,4 
Other fractures and dislocations 4;:; 2;:; 3%? 4::: 7::: 96,2 
Sprains and strains of back------------------- 11.7 17.3 15.2 19.4 13.8 
Other sprains and strains--------------------- 22.6 ::: 33.1 21.4 29.4 47.7 
Lacerations and abrasions 24.8 23.9 32.4 25.8 20.5 24.3 
Contusions 26.0 10.6 29.9 21.2 36.2 66.5 
Burns 4.2 4.0 2.7 5.9 2,4 6,4 
Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgical procedures 3.1 5.2 
All other current injuries 14.2 8.6 18.; 1::: 1;:: 2::: 
Male

All injuries 175.9 108.3 243.2 188.3 203.9 239.0 
Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c. 11.2 10.5 
Other fractures and dislocations 5;:: 3::; 60.6 5;:; 7;:: 72.8 
Sprains and strains of back------------------- 13.1 21.7 18.4 18.6 15.8 
Other spraina and strains--------------------- 23.1 H 42.9 24.5 23.8 42.9 
Lacerations and abrasions 31.3 27.1 50.5 33.7 26.7 22.8 
Contusions 22.7 1;.; 31.6 21.7 30.2 35.9 
Burns----------------------------------------- 4.8 . 4.6 7.0 3.3 5.1 
Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgical procedures 
All other current injuries-------------------- 1;:; 1;:? 18.; 1;:: 2::: 28.; 
Female

All injuries 146.5 70.2 126.4 126.7 213.5 333.1 
Skull fractures and head injury, n.e.c. 6.6 13.9 
Other fractures and dislocations 













Other sprains and strains--------------------- 22.2 24.3 18.5 34.6 51.7 
Lacerations and abrasions 18.7 2;:: 16.1 18.6 14.7 25.5 
Contusions 29.1 8.8 28.4 20.8 41.8 91.9 
Burns---.----- 3.7 4.1 * 5.0 * 7.6 
Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgical procedures 
All other current injuries-------------------- 1::: 2:; 18.; 1;:; 1;:; 13.; 
lExcludes disability days associated with impairments due h injury. 






























Table 13. Average annual number of bed-disabilitydays due to current injuries; by age, sex, and 
type: United States, July 1957-June1961 
[Datam based m	 fmusehdd interviews of the civiliaa, noninstitutiorial pop&t,ion: The survey design, general qualifications, and information 
onthereliahility of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of te!ns are given in Appendix D] 
Sex and type of injury All 
Under 15-24 25-44 45-64 65+
15
ages 
years years years years years

Average number of bed-disability
,...Both sexes says In cnouaanas 
All injuries 77,50( 13,43! 9,468 18,268 23,15[ 13,179
— —

Skull fracturesand head injury,n.e.c.------. 3,96~ 1,21s 757 87: 78( 329

Other fractureaand dislocations 23,25t 2,08: 1>440 5,43i 9,24! 5,050

Spraina and strains of back 6,00: 816 1,84; 2,77: 438

Other sprains and strains 7,88~ 1,03; 1,107 2,06E 1,90: 1,767

Lacerationsand abrasions 10,89( 2,89i 1,711 2,42: 2,53: 1,332

Contusions 12,87C l,98i 2,134 2,51S 3,521

%-
Burns 2,222 1,02L >: 576 >! 
2,715

Adverse effects of medical/

surgical procedures 2,87~ 1,381 >: 535 44; 326

All other current injuries 7,535 13686 1,089 1,985 1,83~ 944

All injuries 40,442 7,766 5,666 11,478 11,26E 4,264

Skull fracturesand head injury,n.e.c-------- 2,266 819 432 575 .:.

Other fractureaand dislocations 12,372 1,512 924 3,965 4,% 1,719

Spraina and strains of back 3,022 433 1,133 1,191 >’C

Other sprains and strains 4,375 62; 884 1,441 806 621

Lacerationsand abrasiona 6,649 1,694 935 1,824 1,820 375

Contusions 4,892 955 1,160 1,116 1,364 9:
*
Burns 764 346 >“< A $<

Adverse effects of medical/

surgicalprocedures 1,584 627 >k 308 >’:





All injuries 37,066 5,669 3,802 6,790 11,890 8,914

Skull fracturesand head injury,n.e.c. 1,699 400 326 298 393 7’<

Other fractureaand dislocations 10,886 571 516 1,472 4,996 3,331

Sprains and strains of back 2,981 >’< 383 714 1,581













Adverse effects of medical/ 
surgicalprocedures 1,292 754 -2 i-
All other current injuries 33020 589 43; 1,05; 763 >k 
Other sprains and strains 3,509 416 ,!: 627 1,097 1,14;

1Excludes disability days associated with impairments due to injury. 




























Table 14. Number of bed-disabilitydaya due to current injurieslper100 persons per year, by age,

sex, and type: United States, July 1957-June1961
. . 
[Data *R ba sed on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, gensral qualifications, and information 
on the reliability of the estimates are given in .4ppendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix In 
— 










Sprains and strains of back
























Sprains and atrains of back
























Sprains and strains of back













All other current injuries----.---­

l~xcludes dj~abiljty days associated with impairment.9 due @ injury. 
NOTE: n.e.c.--not elsewhere classified. 
26 
15-24 25-44 45-64 65-!­




































8.4 2: ::! 9.? 
H 8.4 10.6 5.5 
3.4 1::: 5.; 8.0 * 
1.2 * * *

2:; 6.; 4.: ;:! 11.:

21.1 32.2 28.6 65.1 108.6

H ::: ::; 2;:: 40.:






3.8 8.2 ::: 1;:: 29.5


































Table 15. Average annual populationusedin obtainingrates shown in this publication,by geographicregion,

residence,sex, and age: United States,July 1957-June1961

fonnationon
Ehm am bawlonhousehold inkviwsoftheciviliw g.meml .andinnoninstitutional fmp.lation, The.wveydesign, qualifications therelia-





 population North- North Rural Rura1

east Centra1 South West Urban nonfarm farm

Both sexes Populationsin thousands

All ages 173,069 44,035 51,068 52,408 
25,557 104,373 47,982 -20 714

Under 45 years 122,691 29,998 :;,:;; 37,969 18>493 71,607 36,625 14,459

Under 15 years 54,840 12,672 17,325 8,433 30,423 17,371 7,046

15-44 eara ;;,;;; 17,327 19;821 20,644 10,060 41,185 19,254 7,413

15-2~ yeara 5,304 6,445 7,451 3,150 13,613 5,783 2,954

25-44 years :::;;3 12,023 13,376 13,194 6,909 ;;;;;; 13,471 4,459

45+ years 1$;;; 14,837 14,439 7,065 11,357 6,255

45-64 yeara 35;376 10,233 10,264 4,959 23:017 7,978 y;





All ages 84.202 21,320 25.230 25,259 12,393 493775 23,728 10,699

Under 45 years 60,299 14,774 18,041 18,515 8,968 34,794 18,113 7,392

Under 15 years 27,967 ;,;;; 8,410 8,809 :,;;: 15,427 8,887 3,652

M-44 ears 32,333 9,631 9,706 1:,;;; 9,226 3,740

15-21 years 10,534 2;546 3,078 3,498 1:412 2,706 1,555

25-44 yeara 21,799 5,753 $,;:: 6,208 3,284 13:094 6,520 2,185

45+ yeara 23,903 6,546 6,744 3,424 14,981 5,615 3,307

45-64 yeara 17>110 4,740 5:054 4,872 2,444 10,799 4,007 2,303






All agea 88,867 22,715 25,838 27,149 13,165 54,598 24,254 10,015

Under 45 yeara 62,392 15,224 18,190 1:,:;; 9,524 ;:,;;: 18,512 7,067

Under 15 years 26,873 6,196 8,000 p; 8,484 3,394

15-44 yeara 35,519 9,028 10,189 10;938 21:818 10,028 3,673

15-24 years 11,816 2,758 3,367 3,953 1:738 7,340 3,077 1,399

25-44 yeara 23,703 6,270 ;,::; 6,985 3,626 14,478 6,951 2,274

45+ years 26,475 7,491 7,695 3,641 :;,;;: 5,742 2,948

45-64 years 18,266 5,181 5;179 5,392 2,515 3,971 2,078

65+ years 8,209 2,310 2,470 2,303 1,126 5:567 1,772 870

NOTE: Foroffioinl population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the C’ensus reportson the civilian population of the United Statas, inC_ 












Table 16. Average population used in obtaining rates shown in this publication, 13~6amily income, 
H.ving arrangement, quarter, and age: United States, July 19.57-June 
population. The surveydesign, general qualifications, andinformation~ata me basedon household interviews of the civilian, rrmrinstit,uticmd
on thereliahilityof the estimates are given in AppendixI. Definitions of termsare given in AppendixId 
























































173,069 122,691 50,378 
10,984 3,828 7,156 
81,048 45,436 35,613 









NOTE: For official population C@imates for ~oregeneraI use, See Bureau ~fthe census reports on the civilian population of the United 




TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS 
Background of This Report 
This report, Types of Injuries, is one of a series 
of statistical reports prepared by the National Health 
Survey. It is based on information collected in a 
continuing nationwide sample ofhouseholds inthe Health 
Interview Survey, a major part of the program. 
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a questionnaire 
which, in addition to personal and demographic charac­
teristics, obtains information on illnesses, injuries, 
chronic conditions and impairments, and other health 
topics. As data relating to each of these various broad 
topics are tabulated and analyzed, separate reports are 
issued which cover one or more of the specific topics. 
The present report is based on the consolidated sample 
for 208 weeks of interviewing ending June 1961. 
The population covered by the sample for the Health 
Interview Survey is the civilian, noninstitutional popu­
lation of the United States living at the time of the 
interview. The sample dces not include members of the 
Armed Forces, U.S. nationals living in foreign countries, 
or crews of vessels. It should also be noted that the 
estimates shown do not represent a complete inventory 
of injuries for the specified calendar period since no 
adjustment has been made for persons who incurred 
injuries during the 2-week-recall period but who 
died prior to the interview. 
Statistical Design of the 
Health Interview Survey 
General plan.—The sampling plan of the survey 
follows a multistage probability design which permits a 
continuous sampling of the civilian population of the 
United States. During the first 18 months of the survey 
the first stage of this design consisted of drawing a 
sample of 372 from the 1,900 geographically defined 
primary sampling units (PSU’S) into which the United 
States has been divided. A PSU is a county, a group of 
contiguous counties, or a standard metropolitan statisti­
cal area, Beginning in January 1959 the sample size 
was increased to 500 PSU’S. However, the basic sampling 
design and methods of estimating remained unchanged 
during the 4.year period covered by this report. 
With no loss in general understanding, the remaining 
stages can be telescoped and treated in this discussion 
as an ultimate stage. Within PSU’S, then, ultimate stage 
units called segments are defined, also geographically, 
in such a manner that each segment contains an expected 
six households in the sample. Each week a random 
sample of about 120 segments is drawn. In the approxi­
mately 700 households in these segments, household 
members are interviewed concerning factors related to 
health. 
Since the household members interviewed each week 
are a representative sample of the population, samples 
for successive weeks can be combined into larger sam­
ples. Thus the design permits both continuous measure­
ment of characteristics of high incidence or prevalence 
in the population, and through the larger consolidated 
samples, more detailed analysis of less common charac ­
teri$tics and smaller categories. The continuous collec­
tion has adrninistrative and operational advantages as 
well as technical assets, since it permits field work to 
be handled with an experienced, stable staff. 
Sample size and geographic detail.-The national 
sample plan over the 4-year period ending June 1961 
included about 485,000 persons from 149,000 households 
in 25,000 segments. The overall sample was designed in 
such a fashion that tabulations can be provided for each 
of the major geographic regions and for urban and rural 
sectors of the United States. 
Collection of data .-The field operations for the 
household survey are performed by the Bureau of the 
Census under specifications established by the National 
Center for Health Statistics. In accordance with these 
specifications the Bureau of the Census designs and 
selects the sample; conducts the field interviewing, 
acting as the collecting agent for the Center; and edits 
and codes the questionnaires. Tabulations are prepared 
by the Division of Health Interview Statistics, using the 
electronic computers of the Center. 
Estimating methods .—Each statistic produced by 
the survey—for example, the number of contusions sus­
tained in a specified period—is the result of two stages 
of ratio estimation. In the first of these, the factor is the 
ratio of the 1950 decennial population count to the 1950 
estimated population in the National Health Survey’s 
first-stage sample of PSU’S. These factors are applied 
for some 50 color-residence clasaes. Prior to January 
1959 about 132 color-residence classes were applied. 
Later, ratios of sample-produced estimates of the 
29 
population to official Bureau of the Census figures for 
current population in about 60 age-sex-color classes 
(76 before January 1959) are computed, andserveas 
second-stage factors for ratio estimating. 
The effect of the ratio estimating process is to 
make the sample more closely representative of the 
population by age, sex, color, and residence, thus re­
ducing sampling variance. 
As noted, each week’s sample represents the popu­
lation living during that week and characteristics of 
that population. Consolidation of samples over a time 
period, say a calendar quarter, produces estimates of 
average characteristics of the U.S. population for that 
calendar quarter. Similarly, population data for a year 
are averages of the four quarterly figures. 
For statistics measuring the number of occurrences 
during a specified time period, such as the number of 
bed-disability days due to injuries, a similar compu­
tational procedure is used, but the statistics have a 
different interpretation. For these items, the question­
naire asks for the respondent’s experience over the 
2-calendar weeks prior to the week of interview. In such 
instances the estimated quarterly total for the. statistic 
is simply 6.5 times the ave~age 2-week estimate 
produced by the 13 successive samples taken during the 
period. The annual total is the sum of the four quarters. 
Thus, the experience of persons interviewed during a 
~—experience which actually occurred for each 
person in a 2-calendar-week interval prior to week of 
interview—is treated as though it measured the total 
of such experience during the year. Such interpretation 
leads to no significant bias. 
General Qualifications 
Nonresponse .—Data were adjusted for nonresponse 
by a procedure which imputes to persons in a household 
which was not interviewed the characteristics of persons 
in households in the same segment which were inter-
viewed. The total noninterview rate was 5 percen~ 
1 percent was refusal, and the remainder was primarily 
due to the failure to find any eligible household respond­
ent after repeated trials. 
The interview process.-The statistics presented 
in this report are based on replies secured in interviews 
of persons in the sampled household. Each adult 
available at the time of interview was interviewed 
individually. Proxy respondents witbin the household 
were employed for children and for adults not available 
at the time of the interview, provided the respondent 
was closely related to the person about whom information 
was being obtained. 
There are limitations to the accuracy of diagnostic 
and other information collected in household interviews. 
For diagnostic information the household respondent 
can, at best, pass on to the interviewer only the infor­
mation the physician has given to the family. For con­
ditions not medically attended, diagnostic information is 
often no more than a description of symptoms. However, 
other facts, such as the number of disability days caused 
by the condition, can be obtained more accurately from 
household members than from any other source since 
only the persons concerned are in a position to report 
this information. 
Rounding of numbers .—The original tabulations on 
which the data in this report are based show all esti­
mates to the nearest whole unit. Ml consolidations were 
made from the original tabulations using the estimates 
to the nearest unit. In the final published tables the 
figures are rounded to the nearest thousand, although 
these are not necessarily accurate to that detail. De-
vised statistics, such as rates and percent distributions, 
are computed after the estimates on which these are 
based have been rounded to the nearest thousand. 
Population figures .—Some of the published tables 
include population figures for specified categories. 
Except for certain overall totals by age and sex, which 
are adjusted to independent estimates, these figures 
are based on the sample of households in the National 
Health Survey. These are given primarily to provide 
denominators for rate computation, and for this purpose 
are more appropriate for use with the accompanying 
measures of health characteristics than are other popu­
lation data that may be available. In some instances 
these will permit users to recombine published data into 
classes more suitable to their specific needs. With the 
exception of the overall totals by age and sex, mentioned 
above, the population figures differ from corresponding 
figures (which are derived from different sources) 
published in reports of the Bureau of the Census. For 
population data for general use, see the official estimates 
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in the P-20, 
P-25, and P-60 series. 
Reliability of Estimates 
Since the estimates are based on a sample, they 
will differ somewhat from the figures that would have 
been obtained if a complete census had been taken using 
the same schedules, instructions, and interviewing per­
sonnel and procedures. As in any survey, the results 
are also subject to measurement error. 
The standard error is primarily a measure of 
sampling variability, that is, the variations that might 
cccur by chance because only a sample of the population 
is surveyed. As calculated for this report, the standard 
error also reflects part of the variation which arises 
in the measurement prmess. It does not include esti­
mates of any biases which might lie in the data. The 
chances are about 68 out of 100 that an estimate from 
the sample would differ from a complete census by less 
than the standard error. The chances are about 95 out 
of 100 that the difference would be less than twice the 
standard error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be 
less than 2!4times as large. 
The relative standard error of an estimate is ob-
30 
tained by dividing the standard error of the estimate by 
the estimate itself, and is expressed as a percentage 
of the estimate. Included in this Appendix are charts 
from which the relative standard errors can be deter-
mined for estimates shown in the report. In order to 
derive relative errors which would be applicable toa 
wide variety of health statistics andwhichcouldbe pre-
pared at a moderate cost, a number of approximations 
were required. As a result, the charts provide an esti­
mate of the approximate relative standard error rather 
than the precise error for any specific aggregate or 
percentage. 
Three classes of statistics for the health survey are 
identified for purposes of estimating variances. 
Narrow range. —This class consists of(1) statistics 
which estimate a population attribute,, e.g., the number of 
persons in a particular income group, and (2) statistics 
for which the measure for a single individual for the 
period of reference is usually either Oor 1, on occasion 
may take on the value 2, and very rarely, 3. 
Medium range. —This class consists of other sta­
tistics for which the measure for a single individual 
for the period of reference will rarely lie outside the 
range O to 5. 
Wide ran~e.—This class consists of statistics for 
which the measure for a single individual for the period 
of reference frequently will range from Oto a number in 
excess of 5, e.g., the number of days of bed disability 
experienced during the year. 
In addition to classifying variables according to 
whether the y are narrow-, medium-, or wide-range, 
statistics in the survey are further defined as: 
Type A.—Statistics on prevalence, and incidence 
data for which the period of reference 
in the questionnaire is 12 months. 
Type B.- Incidence-type statistics for which the 
period of reference in the questionnaire 
is 2 weeks. 
Only the charts on sampling error applicable to 
data contained in this report are presented. 
General rules for determining relative sampling 
errors .—The “guide” on page 32, together with the fol­
lowing rules. will enable the reader to determine ap­
proximate reiative standard errors from the charts for 
estimates presented in this report. 
Rule 1. Estimates of aggregates: Approximate rel­
ative standard errors of estimates of ag­
gregates, such as the number of persons 
with a given characteristic, or the number 
of injuries, are obtained from appropriate 
curves on pages 33 and 34. The number of 
persons in the total U.S. population or in 
an age-sex-color class of the total popu­
lation is adjusted to official Bureau of the 
Census figures and is not subject to sam­
pling error. 
Rule 2. Estimates of percentages in a percent 
distribution: Relative standard errors of 
percentages in a percent distribution of a 
total are obtained from appropriate curves 
on pages 35-37. For values which do not fall 
on one of the curves presented in the chart, 
visual interpolation will provide a satis­
factory approximation. 
Rule 3. Estimates of rates where the numerator 
is a subclass of the denominator: Notre­
quired for statistics presented in this 
report. 
Rule 4. Estimates of rates where the numerator 
is not a subclass of the denominator: This 
rule applies where a unit of the numerator 
often occurs more than once for any one 
unit in the denominator, For example, in 
the computation of the number of injuries 
per 100 persons per year, it is possible 
that a person in the denominator could have 
sustained more than one of the injuries 
included in the numerator. Approximate 
relative standard errors for rates of this 
kind may be computed as follows: 
(a) Where the denominator is the total U.S. 
population, or includes all persons in 
one or more of the age-sex groups of 
the total population, the relative error 
of the rate is equivalent to the relative 
error of the numerator which can be 
obtained directly from the appropriate 
chart. 
(b)	 In other cases, obtain the relative 
standard error of the numerator and 
of the denominator from the appro­
priate curve. Square each of these 
relative errors, add the resulting 
values, and extract the square root of 
the sum. This procedure will result 
in an upper bound, and often will over-















Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts 
The code shown belowidentifies
theappropriate A = aggregate,P = percentage;(2) the number of

curve tobe used in estimating standard calendarquartersofdatacollection;
therelative (3)thetypeofthe :

errorof thestatistic The fourcomponents statistic
described. as describedon page31;and(4)therangeof

I
of each code describethe statistic as described

























Persons in a populationgroup

Injuries in a year





Per 100 total U.S. populationor per 100















Per 100 total U.S. populationor per 100











































































1 Code: A16BW- Type B data, Wide range Variable 
.9 A16BM - Type B data, Medium range Variable 
.8 
.? A16BN - Type B data, Narrow range Variable 
,6 A16AW- Type A data, Wide range Variable 
05 A16AM- Type A data, Medium range Variable 
[ A16AN - Type A dti.a, Narrow range Variable 
Size of estimate (in thousands) 
Example of use of chart: &I aggregate of 10,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a Nar­
row range Type A atatietic (code: A16AN) has a relative standard error of 0.9 percent, read 
from scale at left ~ide of chart, or a standard error of 90,000 (0.9 percent of 10,000,000). 
For a Wide range Type B-statistic (code: A16BW), an aggregate of 10,000,000 haa a relative 
error of 7..0percent or a standard error of 700,000 (7.0 percent of 10,000,000). 
33

Relative standard errorq for aggregates based on four quarters of data collection

for data of all types and ranges

Size of estimate (in thousands)

Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 2,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a

Narrow range Type A statistic (code: A4AN) has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent,

(read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 72,000 (3.6 percent of

2,000,000). For a Wide range Type B statiatic (code: A4BW), an aggregate of 6,000,000 has 
a relative error of 16.0 percent or a standard error of 960,000 (16 percent of 6,000,000). 
34 
Relative standard errors for percentages based on sixteen quarters Of data collection

for type A data, Narrow and Medium range





Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on

an estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 1.8 percent (read from the scale

at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in­

tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. The standard error in percentage points is equal







Relative standard errors for percentages based on sixteen quarters of data CO1”ectior

for type B data, Narrow and Medium range

























Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on

an estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 9.7 percent (read from scale

at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in­

tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. The standard error in percentage points is





Relative standard errors for percentages based on sixteen quarters of data collection 
for type B data, Wide range 





Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on 
an estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 13.5 percent (read from scale 
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in­
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. The standard error in percentage points is 
equal to 20 percent X 13.5 percent or 2.7 percentage points. 
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APPENDIX II 
DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT 
Terms Relating ta Persons Injured 
Injury condition. -An injury condition, or simply 
an injury, is a condition of the type that is classified to 
the nature of injury code numbers (N800-N999) in the 
International Classification of Diseases. In addition to 
fractures, lacerations, contusions, burns, and so forth, 
which are commonly thought of as injuries, this group 
of codes include: effects of exposure, such as sunburn; 
adverse reactions to immunizations and other medical 
procedures, and poisonings. Unless ott erwise specified, 
the term injury is used to cover all of these. 
Since a person may sustain more than one injury in 
a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and laceration of 
the scalp, ti-e number of injury conditions may exceed 
the number of persons injured. 
Statistics of acute injury conditions include only 
those injuries which involved at least one full day of re­
stricted activity or medical attendance. 
Person injured.— A person injured is one who has 
sustained one or more injuries in an accident or in 
some type of nonaccidental violence (see definition of 
“Injury condition” above). Each time a person is in­
volved in an accident or in nonaccidental violence caus­
ing injury that results in at least one full day of re­
stricted activity or medical attention, he is included in 
the statistics as a separate “person injured, ” hence, 
one person may be included more than once. 
The number of persons injured is not equivalent to 
the number of “accidents” for several reasons: (1) the 
term “accident” as commonly used may not involve in-
jury at all; (2) more than one injured person may be in­
volved in a single accident so that the number of acci­
dents resulting in injury would be less than the number 
of persons injured in accidents; and (3) the term “ac­
cident” ordinarily implies an accidental origin, where-
as “persons injured” as used in the National Health 
Survey includes persons whose injury resulted from 
certain nonaccidental violence. 
The number of persons injured in a specified time 
interval is always equal to or less than the incidence of 
injury conditions, since one person may incur more 
than one injury in a single accident. 
Terms Relating to Disability 
Disability day. —The following terms are used to 
describe the disability resulting from illness or injury: 
days of restricted activity, days of bed disability, hos­
pital days, and days lost from work or school. All hos­
pital days are, by definition, days of bed disability; all 
days of bed disability are, by definition, days of re­
stricted activity. The converse form of these state­
ments is, of course, not true. Days lost from work and 
days lost from school are special terms which apply to 
the currently employed and the school-age populations 
only, but these, too, are days of restricted activity. 
Hence, “re&ricted activity” is the most inclusive term 
used to describe the disability reported in the inter-
view. Certain of the terms used in connection with dis­
ability measures are defined more explicitly below. 
Restricted-activity day.—A day of restricted activ­
ity is one on which a person substantially reduces the 
amount of activity normal for that day because of a 
specific illness or injury. The type of reduction varies 
with the age and occupation of the individual as well as 
with tie day of the week or season of the year. Restrict­
ed activity covers the range from substantial reduction 
to complete inactivity for the entire day. 
Bed-disability daY.—A day of bed disability is one 
on which a person stays in bed for all or most of the 
day because of a specific illness or injury. All or most 
of the day is defined as more than half the daylight 
hours. All hospital days for inpatients are considered 
to be days of bed disability even if the patient was not 
actually in bed at the hospital. 
Work-loss day.—A day is counted as lost from 
work if the person would have been going to work at a 
job or business that day but instead lost the entire work 
day because of an illness or an injury. If the person’s 
regular work day is less than a whole day and the entire 
work day was lost, it would be counted as a whole work 
day lost. Work-loss days are determined only for cur­
rently employed persons 17 years of age and over. 
Classification of injured persons by activity re­
strictions or medical attendance .-The classification of 
injured persons by activity restriction or medical at-
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tendance is based upon the classification of the injury. 
(See definitions thm follow for: activity-restricting in-
J.try, bed-disabling injury, work- or school-loss injury, 
and medically attended injury.) For example, a person 
may have recei~’ed several injuries in a single accident; 
if one of the in umies involved one or more days of re­
stricted activil y, one or more days in bed, or medical 
i~ttendance, the person injured would correspondingly be 
c Inssified as: with restricted activity, with bed disabil­
ity, or medically attended. 
Activity-restricting injury.–An activity-restrict­
jn~ injury is an injury which has caused at least one 
da~’ of_re&icted activity. (See definition of “Restricted-
activity day.”) The incidence of activity-restricting in-
juries is estimated from the number of such injuries 
reported as having occurred in the 2 calendar weeks be-
fore the interview week. For this reason, an injury 
which did not result in restricted activity until after the 
end of the 2-week period in which it occurred is not 
classified as an activity-restricting injury. 
13ed-disabling injury. —An injury resulting in at 
least 1 day of bed disability is called a bed-disabling 
injury, (See also definition of “Activity-restricting in-
jury.”) 
Work- or school-loss injury.—An injury resulting 
in at least 1day of work or school loss is called a work-
Ioss injury or a school-loss injury. (See also definition 
of “Activity-restricting injury.”) 
Medically attende~ injury. -An injury for which a 
physician was consulted is called a medically attended 
injury. Consulting a physician includes consultation in 
person or by telephone for treatment or advice. Advice 
from the physician transmitted to the patient through 
the nurse is counted as medical consultation as well as 
visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals. If at one 
visit the physician is consulted about more than one in-
jury for each of several patients, each injury is counted 
as medically attended. 
A parent consulting a physician about a child’s in-
jury is counted as medical consultation about that injury 
even if the child was not seen by the physician at that 
time. 
For the purpose of this definition “physician” in­
cludes doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians. 
The term “doctor” is used in the interview, rather than 
“physician,” because of the need to keep to popular 
usage. However, the concept toward which all instruc­
tions are directed is that which is described here. 
An injury is counted as medically attended if a phy­
sician was consulted about it at its onset or at any time 
thereafter. However, the first medical attention for an 
injury that was experienced during the 2-week period 
prior to the household interview may not occur until 
i{fter the date of the interview. Such cases are neces­
sarily treated as though there had been no medical 
attention. 
Demographic and Economic Terms 
&.—The age recorded for each person is his age 
at last birthday. Age is recorded in single years and 
combined into groups suitable for the purpose of the 
table. 
QE!X!Szz.—The quarters used by the National Health 
Survey are actually 13-week periods rather than 3 
calendar months. Since each 13-week period begins 
on a Monday and ends on a Sunday, the actual dates of 
the beginning and end of each 13-week period may over-
lap into another calendar quarter. Therefore, the time 
periods in the table headings are the approximate rather 
than the precise periods during which the interviewing 
was conducted. 
Income of family or of unrelated individuals .-Each 
member of a family is classified according to the total 
income of the family of which he is a member. Within 
the household all persons related to each other by 
blood, marriage, or adoption constitute a family. Unre­
lated individuals are classified according to their own 
income. 
The income recorded is the total of all income re­
ceived by members of the family (or by an unrelated in­
dividual) in the 12-month period ending with the week of 
interview. Income from all sources is included, e.g., 
wages, salaries, rents from property, pensions, help 
from relatives, and. so forth. 
Living arrangements .—Three categories of living 
arrangements are shown in this report, as follows: 
1.	 Living alone or with nonrelatives.-Living alone 
is defined as persons living in one-member 
households. Living with nonrelatives is defined 
as persons living in a household with another 
person or persons, none of whom are related 
to him by blood, marriage, or adoption. 
2.	 Living with relatives-married. -This category 
includes married persons who are living in a 
household with another person or persons, of 
whom one or more are related to him by blood, 
marriage, or adoption. Persons with common-
law marriages are considered to be married. 
For purposes of this category “married” ex­
cludes widowed, divorced, or separated. Per-
sons whose only marriage was annulled are 
counted as “never married. ” 
3.	 Living with relatives-other. —This category in­
cludes persons who are widowed, divorced, sep­
arated, or never married who are living in a 
household with another person or persons, of 
whom one or more are related to him by blood, 
marriage, or adoption. Persons whose only 
marriage was annulled are counted as “never 
married.” “Separated” refers to married per-
sons who have a legal separation or who have 
parted because of marital discord. 
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Residence .—Residence istheterm used to signify 
the division of the United States into urban, rural-non-
farm, andrural-farm populations. Tbedefinitionofur­
ban and rural areas is the same as that used in the 1950 
Census. 
Urban —The urban population includes all 
pers=&g in (a) places of 2,500 inhabitants or 
more which are incorporated as cities, boroughs, 
or villages; (b) incorporated towns of 2,500 inhabi­
tants or more except in New England, New York, 
and Wisconsin where “Towns” are simply minor 
civil divisions of counties; (c) the densely settled 
urban fringe including both incorporated and unin­
corporated areas around cities of 50,000 or more 
inhabitants; and (d) unincorporated places of 2,500 
inhabitants or more outside any urban fringe. The 
remaining population is classified as rural. 
Rural farm.-The rural-farm population in­
cludes all rural residents living on farms. In de­
ciding whether the members of a household live on 
a farm or ranch, the statement of the household re­
spondent is accepted with the following exception. 
A house occupied by persons who pay cash rent for 
house and yard only is not counted as a farm or 
ranch even if the surrounding area is farm land. 
This special case does not cover: (1) the living 
quarters of a tenant farmer who rents farmland as 
well as house and yard (2) the quarters of a hired 
hand who receives living quarters on a farm as part 
of his compensation; or (3) separate living quarters 
inside a structure which is classified as being on a 
farm. In all of these cases the living quarters are 
counted as being on a farm. 
Rural nonfarm .—The rural-nonfarm popula­
tion includes all of the remaining rural population. 
Region.—For the purposes of classifying the pop­
ulation by geographic at ea, the National Health Survey 
uses the same grouping of States used by the Bureau of 
the Census and many other agencies. The major regions 
are: 
Esw!!A States Included 
Northeast ----------Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, 
Massachusetts, Rhode [sland, 
Connecticut, New York, New 
“Jersey, Pennsylvania 
North Central ------Michigan, ohio, Illi,lois, Indiana, 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, I>wa, 
Missouri, North Dakota, Soutfi 
Dakota, hlebraska, Kanms 
South --------------Delaware, Maryland, District of 
Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, 
North Carolina, South C:*.rolina, 
Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, 
Texas 
West -------------- Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, 
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizma, 
Utah, Nevada, Washington, Oregon, 





The items below show che exact content and wording of the basic qmestioncmire used in the nationwide househcdd survey of the U. S. 
National Health Survey. The actual questionnaire is dcsig”ed for a household .s . unit and includes additional spaces for reports . . ITI.:. 
th.n .“. person, condition, accident or hospitalization. Such repetitive spaces are omitted in tfds illustration. 
CON FIDE NTIAL .	 The NationaI Health Survey is authorized by Public Law 652 of the 84th Congress (70 Scat 4S9; 42 U.S.C. 305). Al] infornmti.n .hi.h 
would permit ide”tifi. ation of chc i“divid.sl will b. held suictly ccofidential, will bc used only by perscns engaged in ond for the pur. 
Doses of tbe .urvev, and will not be disclosed or released to ocher. for mY other .DUTJOSCS (22 FR 16E7).. 
e“w NH2-4 
,.4.,0, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COM14ERCE .“.,. ” ., ,.. ,..,”s 
1. Questiarmairc 
..,,.. ., ,0 . . ...!.. AC, ., F.U. 7.. 
“.S, PUBI.,C “EAL7H SERVICE 
ofI 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
c$-~i..n.i,­
. (d Address M description of lcc. ti.a. 3.	 Id,”. 3.. I& 4. sut- 5. sample 6. Psu 7. S,$n,n, No. 8. Se,, dN 
cd. Number 
— cd. H?g% 
(b) MaihngaUress ifnasbowu in(.) 
9.1s,hl, hou,eon ofo,m.a, romch? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nYes ~–1 No 
t 
L a All other n tin o Rem U R.., he. 
I. 1( .,own,. m ,,r-..t free,, in question 10, ask: n Y.*7 
, 
n No 
(a) Do.sthls plac. hmv+lOormr. ac,*s? (c) D.dngth*pa.l 12mmthsd!d..l*$ ! (d) D.dnglh. p.*t12 ? e.lh~didad.s 
of me+’, Itv.steck, cad.a!hw k,m ~ ef crepx, Ii..stock, ond oth.r form 
If “rents, i.questicm 10, ask: produotsfmm ,h. plac. mc.un,to , p,.du.!. f,em *h. P!.c. .m..nt to 
(b) Do*slh* plec*you r-thav* 10ormer. acr**? $50 o,mwe? 1 $250., m=.? 
� Y.?, 
,....,, in,hlsbul ldlng(. p.rtm ~,) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. OY. S ~ No INSTRUCTIONS FORQ. 12, 13 AND14 
I 
hk.t.ll.. its .xc.ptaputme.thouses: 15. Wh.a, 1, th, ,,1.ghcm, numb., hare? 16.	 lncos. lVv. ove,look.d anything, 
what Is,h, b.., time,. .,+17 
14. l,$he,, anyo,h,, buildlng onthiswop*,ty fo, wopl. 
toliv. in-.1 th.roccupi*d mvocon, ?.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. SY.S U No 
0 Nophone 
17. RECORD OF CALLS AT HOUSEHOLDS 
Item 1 Gaul. 2 j C. In. 3 Com 4 corn. 5 con, 
swndent, 
Entire household 
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Time 
1 
.Ilb,cks for Date 
ir,divid..l Cd. No._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Time 
18. REASON FOR NON-INTERVIEW 
YPE A B c. z 
o Rdn’sl (Fir, ,C.m 191 I-J V.c.m - ncm-sc.,ccml = Demolished Imerviewrmt obtained fw 
I-J 3f0::~c:Re o v.,.., - se.sca.l D In sample by misuke 
F,l;olt .m 
?s . . . . . a U*IU1 residcoc. elsewhere U Effndn.md i. sub.s.m91e 
m Tcm+-a,.rily ,bscm cd,. _ — — 
u Armed Fwccs D O*hcl [s,..l !,> bc..use.
ig O&e, (S,..,f,> I 
D O,bm [S...,!”) 
I I I I 
9. R,.,.” fm ,d”Sd 
20. TYPE AFOLLOW.UP PROCEDURE 
f finale.llmsulu in. Type A non-int.rvicw (except Rel.s.ls) t.ke the followimgsmpm 
(o) If ‘-Yesfl--Wh.? (Enter n,m) ( Col. No.) 
Ih. b@.defthlsL(.) Wk.tlsth. .f..f kua.h.ld? (Eacername in first col.m) 
(b) Whc.t.r. thenmn. *of .Ilotbw pora.an= wbollv. h.r.? (fist allpers.ns ~ous..llyfivcbeze, 
and .11 pcrso. s staying here who fmvc . . usual plmce of residence elsew.re. Li$tthcs. 
pfl...~ ~ ,hepr.=ib=d o,d~.) 
(c) Do.ny(oth.r) Iodge,s orroam.r, llv. h.r.? o No nYes(Lisd _ 
(d) Isth,,, myon. .lsewho llv.sbo,ewhol, now 
t,mpam,lly 1. a hc,,pi,ol? o No aYes(Lisl) + 
(*) Away ~ b.sln.ss? � No � Yes(List) ~ .............................. .............................. 
Ficst name and initial First ..SMO and initial 
(O Dn.avlslt? D No DYcs (List) _ 
(LJ Isth.r. o.yon. .l.. sioyingr.ow?ow? n No DYes (List) _ 
1- (h) De.nyoftbep~pl. in,h!sb.x.holdh.v. oh.m..lx.wh.re7 
o No ( k... .“ questiom.ire) D Ye, fg~~~wh$i membership rule= if not a 
I 
Z Noworeyo. r.l.at.dtoth. h.ad .f,h. hovs.h.aid? (Enter relationship tehcad, fmexamp!e: R.lzuo”ship Relationship 
head, wife, da..ghter, gra.dsor., mother. i..law, p.rtncr, lcdg.c, Iedger, swifc, etc.) 
Head 
42 
?, Howoldw,,. youonyov, la.! bl,thdoy? 
5, Stx[Checkmc box fmeachpe,, on) 
1( 17 ycnr= old m over, ask: 
6.	 A,. younownm,ri.d, wldc.w.d, dlvorc.d, s.p.rtid orncv.rmmrried? 
[Clmck .“. box 10Ceach Pcrso”) 
(b) Dldy.a. f[nlthlhe.. grade (yaar)? 
Ukl.l. md 17ye.m .Iif. tovcr,nsk: 
6, (.) Dldyc.u eve, serve ln the Armed Fore. so fth. Un!,ed Sf.+es? 
N ‘13’..,” ask: 
(b)	 Ar. your-awlnth. Armed For..,, notcounllng th. ,..aw.s? 
(lfttyc,, I, deIetG this pm... from q.esti.r.na ire) * 
(e) Wosony.f y.uc...vlc. d.rtngo werorwas it P. . . ..tim. ..ly? 
If “W*,, ” ask: 
(d] Durlngwhlcb wordldyouser.e? 
If ,iPeacc-tim.,, only, ask: 
[a) Wolonyof your s.,vlce betwaen June27, 1950and Jnnumr~31,1955? 
If 17 3’.=s old o! 0“.,, risk: 
9. (o) What w.,. ye. doi.g most .Fth. p.st 12nmnth s-­
[F.cmalcs): worki.tz ordolng some,hlng.1.e? 
(Focfermdes): w.rklng, ke.plng h..se, ordol.g sommthlng.l s.? 
N ‘I%methhg .ls=,> checked, andperso. is 45 yews old orc..er, ash 
(h) Areyou,aNred? 
N ‘, Wo,ki”&,, 1“ q. 9(.), ask: 
O.(n) Were youwotklng lattweek o,lhewe,k before? 
N “xccping h..sc, ] or %.mothin6 else” in q. 9(.), ask: 
(h) Dldyo. work nfoiobor b.slness ota.ytlmo le.tweek otthewoek before? 
11-%N.,,8 inq. 10[.) m 10[b), ash 
(c) Ev*ntho.gh yowdidno* w.rklo.t week ortheweekh. for., doyo. hmea[oborb.sln.ss? 
11.	 Wmeyous!ck otcmy Nm*LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE? (Thnfl,, tbe2.w.ekpeild 
which .nd.d 1.., Sunday)? 
(a) Wbatvm, th. m.att,,? 
(b) Anyth!nn.ls.? 
12,	 Lr.m w..k m th. v.mk b.fcm. did you bake ..r m.dlclne w treatment for c.v 
conditlen(b.sid,s...whlch y.autoldmeahw)? 
(a) Fcfwh.a, cr,ndltions? 
[b) Anylhlng.ls.? 
13. L..t w..kwth. w..kb.f.r. did~. hov. ..y.ec!d.nt. .rlni.ries? 
(o) Whotwer. th.y? 
(!,) Anyth{ns .1,.? 
14, Dldrou.v., have on(anyoth.t) acclde.t orln[.ty thrnwo. stkllbotherlng youlastweek or the 
w,, k b.fme? 
(m) Inwhatway dldi!betbor you? 
(b) Anything. is.? 
15,	 AT THE PRESENT TIME do you hnve.ny.allm.nts o,conditions,h* have losled fora 
Ir,ngtlm.? Nf’’N#) Ev,nthe.gh tk.yden’t b.thary.. ollthetlm.? 
[.) Wh.tor. th.y? 
(h) Anything.lso? 
16. Ho, 0.70.c (II the family . you, your-., .1<. . hodonyof lh.s. cmdlflonx DURING 
THE PAST 12 fAOffTHS? 
(Read Card A, c.ndiuo. by cond2ciow record .IIY comfhlons 
mentiomcd m th. oalurnm La, !he=rsor.). 
17.	 Do.sanyon. fnth. famIlvhove onyoith.se cmdlt! ens? 
(Read Cmd B,co.dition by.mditI-; rccord-ycoo&tic.s 
memionedin thecolurrn forth. pecsc.a) 
Fmp$rsm,s 17ycats oldoravcr, show whorcswmdcd fot(o, wn:p,cscn, during thcmskingo0 
R	 qu.311.. s.11-17. If P.,,..,*. .nd~df.r s.lf, s~wwb,,b,, *m,tr,ly.r NrlIy. F.rp*r,Ons 
. ..4., 17 show who ,cspond.d Pm them. 
18, (o) Has cmyone in th. family b... !. m hosrdtol DURIHG THE PAST 12 MONTHS? 
N WCS,’, 
(b) Howmony dlffar.nt tlmaswere you!. thahospltal overnigh+orlonger? 
19(rJ	 Du,tnglhe past 12 month, hasonycm. [n the famtlybeenapatl.nt Inonu,stnghmneor 
‘Onitmlum? 
N ,, Ye=,,, 
(h) Howmony tlm.swere youlnonursl.g homeors.olt.rfum? 
LO. If hahy “nJer on. ycat fisted as a ho”sehcdd member, msk. 
(.) W. . . .. b.bybah ospltotlrot hr.t?.m.?

N “h.spiml” i.q. 20(. ) and 1 mmom inq. 15[b), ask!








:Ollegc 1 2 3 4 5 +

D None 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
--J Ye% D No 
mFem.or und. 17 yt 
g Y.* a No 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-J w., oy:~ 
............................ 
� wwn o Kcuem 
fq ether 
............................ 
n Yes n No 
r~ “&ec 17 yea,, 
D working 
n Keeping ho=. 
a Somcchirw else 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
D Y., o No 
............................ 
I-J Yes o No 
fg Yes f_J No 
D Y., n No 
I-J Yes � No 
-J Yes � No 
~ Respmdcd for self-entirely 
~ Responded for self-partly 
Zol. No _was ms~ndmu 
~ Yes n No 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
No. of times 
� Yes D No 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
� Y., n N. 
n vim, o N.sc. 
n Other 
n Male m F.-l. 
D Under 17 yews 
O Married fg Divorce, 
a Widowed fgscpar.t. 
D Never married 
a under 17 years 
Elclm 12345678 
Higtc 1234 
college: 1 2 3 4 s+ 
n None 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
m Ye= ON. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
n Yes EN. 
n w. 0%%-1,.............................. 
n Ww H n Korean 
o Oth= 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U Yes U No 




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a Under 17 years 
I-J Yes o No 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
n Yes O No 
n A, home‘“”de’‘~& 
1 I-J Yes = No 
n Respooded for self-cntitcly 
D Responded f.x .elf-pardy 
Cd. No._ W*S ,espmd.n, 
~ Yes n No 
No. of tines 
ig Yes a N. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
No. of times 
n H.ospit.f m HcaI 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 




Tabl. I . ILLNESSES, IMPAIRMENTS AND INJURIES 
Did Y.” Ask for .11 i&!sszM Whet w.. ,h. . . . . . ,(. .. . .. wk.,. L,.. ,.,”...--...., . !.. . . . I w- . . . . .1 .,. . . . . . ,. , ..+ ~... +.” Howm.ny If 6-16 
EVER *nd ~ tr.u’bl, 
~, any old ,n,ur,cs: 
O( .$... ? 
of .ny A,k enlyfoc 
;i~;c,~d’i “ ‘“- “-’ ‘“ ;~T’J= ‘ ‘ .OIIY of th.s. ~ old 
III”. (m) Ifdo<tort.lked,m kid *.d An e.rryin CoI. (d.1) 
Ask only f.,: WEEK BE. IoYs, --days
n.lud win,. you
(This column is m b. 6 years a ?d-2) thm incl.dcs lmpaimw.t~ Injuries; FORE did :: in b~nll “ mlk to What did th. do.,o, asked if enmyin c.]. ::0,; the words: ,nd fm: . . . ..”’* y., .rnl.st 01 &~:Y
o.adaocm S&l;tW~O~d-;~~J h. (d.1) ;, . . 
.Sk As,hnu ,,coadit;on,, .6@ess.s, boils, 
to cut down ht.,. th. dn~? 
. . . k..p
“am.? lmp.irmem mfe.miens. i.fl.r :,;:::fi:, 
fay. 
Y&frJmmdCYSIS nl,u.an, sores, .1..,s as much es , ;“”-8	 . ““”’ (b) Ndoctocr,.act.lked m :*: ~, G,.aw,hs 
“disc...,, AcfIes, P.; r.s, SO,,.,,,, ~q~ 
I.ay.? Imt w..ktm Record origir,.1 w.,kne, s er!h. W*.I Iem, u,d xsk a Sympcal .nouqh Tumor ,k,ouble, > Bleedingor bloodclots b 10m?
j ~~ j (d-Z?-(d->) .S . to ,.. d ti;t:::~wor,cy.t, w 
9 .S : 
mqtimd. If entryin CoI.(d-l) ordinov h:.. dew w stroke 
Nc.t.lgi. .X neuritis . z z is fromq. 14.x q.17) ;::; virus Check . . . 
: = g Ask for .11 i.jtuics 
‘2 8 0 dur;mgp.., 2 weeks: gfi&~::ffi, ?&b,= F&’s:xh ~fi:=~:u;h. . . . Sbowdet.il foc 
Wht port of the bed A) 
E.ac.r.y. - (cae o, b.%h) 
was h.,,? Whm kin J .gjs~;;$$~~:; ,:: :of in..ry w.. it? 
Anyt Alng.ls.? elbow, h7WC,, WIiSt, :.,, 
(Also, fill T.bk A h.n~ one m both) <*,, 
foc .11 injuries) L.s - (Hip, UPP,, knee, 
10WCGankle, f.aoti 
0., m bed)
(.) (b) (c) (d.1) (d.2) (d.3) [d.4) fd.5) (c) (f] L[) (h) (1 
xm Ye. x n Yes x 
1 
n No U No 
Table II . HOSPITALIZATION DURING PAST IZ MONTHS 
T. lr,temi. we, What did they soy o, ,b. hospital ,h. cond!, i.. v,.,.. W.,. my .F..raNw,s p.rformad on 
C.1. Q.es- Wh*. d!d How many How Will you How many W.. this did thy g!.. 1, 0 m.dieol nom.? YOUd.ri. g thb stay at th. he.. 
j No. tion YOU..**r nights m.ny of .,,rf W cd these P.!..? ([f “they’, didnh say, ask,: pw.l? the,e If “’Y..,?’; of No. th. ho.. ;“*;.Y”” right, as, .01s. --nigbcs ‘“II “, Who, dld th. 1.., doc,o, y.. ,olk.d ,. MY 1, was?
Pc,- Ptt.al? were i. U and we,. 1.,, ‘y.~; (.) M%~4%~;h. nc.m. olth. 
,: S- hesptt.f? the (~ week m r.., (Sbc.ws.m. det.il.s inccds. (d-1) -(d-5) of T.1) 
Y=*:) month. ? befoc .? Table A) 
(.) fb) (cl (d) 
M= _ U All ~ y,, 
1 
Y,: _ - &- QNo 
M.: _ [3 A1l ~ ye, 
2 Y,: _ Ni&h,= 
_ & g_ 
4 (Month, past 12 ch. week RU;i;TY (If condition from .ccidem or i.iury, ,1s. fill (b) Anyo,h.,.p.mtlon,? 
Y.s n NoM.: _ I
ig 
1-3 Y._ Nid [S 
X-RAY OUESTIONS 
21. (.) W..n. inl.,.,,,d 1. .llkind, of X-roys. Dldyouhmv. y..r,-th X-,.y.d du,i.g,h, p.s, m Yes n No n Y.. n No3mon,hs.. (thot 1s, from. -thro.gh lnst Sundcy)7 
If ~,Yc,,~. 
(b) Hownmnytim.,? i%. of times _ No. cd times 
22 D.,i.g,h. P..,3m..,h, dldhovoCH ESTXS, oy?oy? m Yc.-Chcs, n No C Yc,-Chest O No 
22. (.+ Didyo. ho,. m,y[oth.r) klndof X.,.yat .lldu,tng th. p.,+ 3men,hs? 
n Yes D No n Yes u No 
If ~~Yes,,, Pm,(x) of bc+ Pm,(s) of bcdy: 
(b) Wh.tp.rl eflh. bodywos X.r.y.d? 
� X. FILL ONE LINE FOR EACH PART OF BODY ENTRY FROM QUESTIONS 2Z25 
How mony Who,. did you Wh., ww, thl, X.r.ay(s) F.,.. . if “both” in co!. ff ‘,boch,> ortStm.tmntr, incol, (f) .sk:

dN1.,.nt hn,* ih. X-r.y (.)? check-up or . . ,x.omlntilm o, (f) *S!C

+im., did YOU ffowmm X.,.7, for Ir..tmn,?

X-r. �d dur-
lngt \ .p.st 
3 month,? 
PM, docf.a,-s 
elf!.., .!.. )7 
Ih.,e . . . X.,oy(s] 
were for ,,..& 
For +01 ...dj*l.. w.r. YOUb.u.w t,..t.d? 
mm,? 
(d) [.) ((1 (s) (h] 
H.sFJ,.1 _ O Check-up/,x.mlm.tlm 
Dr. .af[i.. _ O Trc.tmc.m 
Cxb,c _ R Both 
Hospital — O Check-up fcx.min.cion 
3 Dr. office— O Tc.Jumem 
flher — a Bctb 
Hospital_ a Check-.p/ex.u,in.tica 
ho,. Y.., . . . w.r. .1 fK. (ho.. How nm.y of

3 Dr. .afficc — U Tmat=m 
Ckber _ a Both 
26. Gu,[ngthe p.s,12month, lndichg,ovp did,h. fotol lncom, ofwu, famllyfofl, lheti,, you,O,, Group No. Grc.uPNo. 
Your--’., .!..7 (Show Card H) in.1.d. I.c.m. frnm .11 ro.r..., such . . W09. X, soled.., r..t. 





Table I - ILLNESSES, IMPAIRMENTS AND INJURIES 
II 17 Ycm Dld Y.” 18,s1 ..1!< . . . . To Did you 11,s, Ml m Askafwr completin~ l.sccm fition. If ,,1,,,

old w OV, (dldl!hopptn) DURING lntm- “.tlc . . . .

�nd if DURING THE 
~msc:,:ys f.m each p,r,ml: 
~ ,,2,,

“Y.,” in THE PAST 3 MONTHSm viewet: .,<Tt, (q-l) and 
m -3,, 
in .01. 
~. \;(:,, co]. (e) PI*.S. 
is check- Iook nt 
!$l:; :: V’&’ ,fss~,> ~, sc~s, ~a (r) ask: 
110c), ,sk ed, ask: this card ‘3” in (Sk .01. (r) ask 
and read cd. (r): 
How many .-h ,* ,h,, Whr<h? ~yg ofthese :1::: becauseday, 
Y.. f..m w.,. Thm ,.11 .$ .V How If 17 PI.... 
w,k 1.,! f::p g n,. which ::a&- (xE&ocr l-g y=== .ld ~: .* 
w,,k o, S,.,.. huv. m. m 0.,,, 




I Toble II . HOSPITALIZATION DURING PAST 12 MONTHS J 
For complnt.d hospit.fiz.tim.s (, SNooOin Cccl. (g)) of pcrscms6 yems old .nd Who, 1, Ih. nom. .md addr.ss of *h. hospital you wm. I.? 
ovcrwhoshcm . . qcmtion, .se!ti.g of. fr.ct!xe, m. defiwry in Cd.. (h)or(i): 
Howmow .It.ht. w.,. Aft., . . I.fl th. ho,. If ‘-SIG] UA&’s in (k] 
(Enter @am., city and Scat.; if city m kmwn, enter county) 
K::%l%%’;:. WitkL%&’ How long has II b... 
NO. d,llvory, �tc. ? rslurnmd IO yew “s”.1 since you I.ft lh. 
0.11”111.. I.11.llm.? h.spited? 
(N _ (k) (11 (.) 
No. of n,&bt. _ No. d days 
,Ezd’!:::: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U Still unable —,y- Months 
No. of nlBht,— No, of days— ,E2:22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U %0 unable _ D.p_MO.tbS: 
~uTJvr66;o;h~ 
No. .f mighw_ No. of days — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
m =,11 unmblc — D.ys—Momhs: 
X-RAY QUESTO>!4S 
24. (o) 9.,1. th. ant 3 months, did my... in th. fmlly h.v. my X-my. for *h. tro.tmm.t of I-J Yes n No o Y,. Q NoLi==__ Pm(s) of bc,dfi Pm(s) of body: 
(b) iha; far! .{ th. body w.. tr.m.d? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------- -
(e) Was this Innludcd i. the X-my(s) you told m abou, htfo,c? 
~ n No n Yes O No 
2s, (e) Dld my... 10 tho family hov. o flumoscop. dwlns the PM 3 months? f-J Yes ~ No Q Yes a No 
P.,,(,) cd b+ Pam(s) of bcdfi 
1[ ,~Y,*,~~ 
(b) What pm! of th. bcdy w.. this for? 
(c) Wm this Includ.d [n th. X.,ayls) you told m. about b. fo,.? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------------------------
0 Yes U No n Y.. o No 
To% X . FILL ONE LINE FOR EACH PART OF i100Y ENTRY FROM QUESTIONS 22.23 
A,k frx . ..h pas.. with 2., more fines in Table X F09TNOTES 
(A,k .[,., .11 X.mys have bet. recorded through ml..(s)-(h) of Table X for =F.ersen) 
W.,. amr al ,h.,. . . . X.,-Y, you told m. okaut tok.n at th. sam. wm.? 
o “Y**, ”

Which X.,rws w,,. ah,..? (o

;S’$P) ‘“’+ Enter In fmmntion below for X-my. fmken m same time: 
Pm(s) of body: No. ~ Pm(s) of bc+ No. 
Pat!(s) cJ baf~ No. : Part(s) of bc+ P!.. 
, 
Put(,) of br,d~ N.fi:,axm .,: :.wly, N.J. 
, 
GmuP No. GrwIP No. Gm>up x.. Group No. GmuP No. 
45 
9 
Table A - (A..id.nts a.d Inlwi..) 
L;,;mNo. 1. Wh,m did Ih. a.dd..t h.pp.n? 2. A, !h. tlm. of th. r,.. fd.nt, who, pm! .1 ,h. body was hurt? Wh.f kind O, injury w.. it? 
Anythir.g .1,.?
Table I 
Y..c Pm(,) of body Kind cd iniwy(s) 
I 






(0. ,. Q 3> 
3. (.) W.. . ..., tick, k.., ., o,h,, m.,., ,.hlcl. In,c.1..d I. ,h. ..cld.nt t. my WY? I-J Yes n No (0. to s..!,.. B) 
(b) w.. m. than m. M., ,.hkl. i.,.l..d? o Yes (mm th.. cm.) D No 
(C) Yt.. !t (.lthw on.) m.avl.g a, th. ,lm.? n Y.* o N. (0. to S.c,l.n a) 
2. U ~~ti.g i. w . . . 
L W.,. y.” oul.!d. fh. v.htd., g.ttlng In m out of [P, o P.sS.”g., M w,,. y., ,he d,lv.,? 1.0 O.tsidc 3. n P.ss.ng,er 
(: ;:;, s..,,.. 
4.0 Driv.r 
S.cti.n A . (Mc.tL., V&lIJ. Accid.nts) .%ctlom B - (Non.bt.ar V.hiel. Aecid.nts) 
II “Outside, S i. q. 4, .sk: 7. How did the mc.ld.., hopp.n? 
3.	 (a) How did the .aecld.nt h.pp.n? 
A.1. a Any injuty involving . . uncontrolled fit. or explosio. 
1.	 m Accident bctw... cmt.r vehicle .r,d per... tiding 2. U ~Y i.iw i...l~g.g tb. di.. ~rf’. of * fire.rm 
. . blcyc 1., i. .me. tc.r, . . t.iko.d w.i., . . hmsc­
d.aw. .ebfc 1, 3. n	 A.y i.jmy from . . .ccidem In>.Ivi.g . .o..rnaw v.bicle i. .ncdea [sm.. tc.r, r.llro.d 
air., .irplar.e, b-c, bicycle, horse-df.w. vehicle) 
2.	 m Accident between motot vehicle .nd per... who 
w.. w.lkbg, ru..i.E, m .tmidiq B.4. n Amy injury c..s.d by m.chimvy (belt m motor dri.e.) while in .pet.tion 
3.	 a Dche, (SP.CUY how th. .ooid.nt h.n,,n.d) 
(SP..NY k,ml .1 m..hl”. r”> 
~. O	 A,.Y i,.i~ ..~,d br .dm m point of knife, scissors, ..11 m AC, cutting m 
p*.,.,.g ,mpl.m..c 
(b) Wh.f klndf.) of mat., v.hlclo w.. In,el,.d? 
6. n tiy injury c.used by fc.eign body i. eye, windpipe, m .xber mffices 
1. m C*C 2.0 T.x1 3. a Bus 7.0 @ ~iv -...d h vnim*t m insect 
4. CZ T,..k 5. 0 Motorcycle 6.0 Other (s,.. M,) 8. U A.Y iC.iIXYcn...d bv p.i*ca..s ..b.m.ce .w.11.wed (SP..IIY ..b. t..c.J 
C.9. D Fell . . smirs m steps m from . h.i,ght 
10. n All .%bcrf.lls 
11. n B.mpcd inc. obgect m VZSO. (co.ecs all collisions between pets... i.cl.di.g suikt.x. 
II “Gmtin8 in or out,, ‘, P..se.ger,S m ‘RDriva,” in q. 4, .Sk p~cbtig, kicking, etc.) 
(L (o) How dld fb .cciderd hopp.n? 12.0	 Struck by mo.mg object (i.clede cbiects h.ld in own hand ca bard .( .thet person, .1s. 
f.lling, flyins, w tbmw. object.) 
1.	 a A.cid.m between two m mm. mwc.r v.bicl.s C.I 
m.d w.y 13. a H..dfi.g ca stepping w ,b.rp or rough ?bj,c,s such .s swmes, SPfim.ts, broken 
&s, cope,,,.. 
2.0 Accident between motor vehicle and .ou,. other 
object on mdw.y 14.0 Ca.gbt in, pinched m crushed between two movZ.B object. m bewrc.” . nmvin.q .nd . 
.t.tiontcy object 
(s#.elf, .b,.. t> 
15. D c.u,. in contact with hot .a!ject m ..b.t.n.. m opt. flame 
3. a Motor VChiCi. came to sudden SCOPo. romdw.y 
16. D CUc-time Ii fci.& w other o.e-tiu,c exertion 
4.	 i_J Motor webicle ,.. .[I r~dw.y 
17, D Twisrimg, stumbli.~, etc. 
5.	 D Ocber (SP..M, how th. .c<fd.nt h.,, . ...> 
D.18. a Cibec (SP.CNY how . . ..cI... ?,.pp.n.d> 
n Ac.. on ro.dw.y 
O Ace. . . . on ro.d.q 
(b)	 What kl.d of mot.c v.hid. w.,. ye. In (s.tIlng l.] (z..tN.s 
out .I1 wh.n th. .ccld..f h’+p.n.d? 
1. UC*, 2. D T.xi 3. � Bus 
4. i_J Tc.ck 5. Cl MOC=CYCIC6. U Othet (smw 
ASK FOR ALL ACCIOENTS 
8. (.) Whet. did lb .ccld.nt how . . . . ot hm. or mm. .th.r PI...? 
1. n At home (i.side bo.se) 2. a At hon. [.di. cent premises] n Some .tber place 
If %30me otbe, plmc,,,, a,k 
(b) What kl.d of PI... w.. N? 
3.0 Smcct .nd highway (includes ,oadway) 6. U S.b..l @..1.d*s ~.h..l premise.) 
4. Cl FUM 7. n pl*cc of =.cc**cio. =3 sPO=s, CXCCPtat school 
5. � fCd.Strhl PhCe (includ<s XCMIS,.) 8. D Ocher CSP.<tfY th. PI... w,... . . ..d.n. h.,,.n.d> 
. W.,. y.. a work of you, Ieb w bud,..’ wh.n lh. ..cidemf bcpp...d? 
1. � y= 2. n No 3. D While in Armed Ser.ices 4. m U.d.< 17 .t time .f .ccidcm 
FOOTNOTES A14D COMMENTS 
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Card A Card C Card E Cord G 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
Check List of Chronic conditions 
For: Fbr: 
Workers and other persons except Children fmm6fhrough 16years old 
Housewives and Children 
1. Asthma 16. Any ocher chronic stomach 
1. Nor able to work atafL L Norable togo to school at all. L Cnnfinedm tbe house all tbe time,

2. Tuberculosis trouble excepzin emergencies.

17. fidney stones orcbronic 2. Ablero work but limited in amcmnt 
2. AbIe togo to school buclititedtoce~ain

3. Cbronicbroncbitis 
of work or kind of work. 
types of schools or in scbooI attendance. 2. Able togooutside butneedthe help of

4. Repeated att.cks ofsinus trouble kidney troubIe anotberpers.an in getting around outside.

5. Rheumatic fever 
18. Arthritis or zbeumatism 3. Able to work but limited in kind or 3. Able to go to school buc limited in other

19. Mental i~ness amount of other activities. activities. 3. Able to go outside alone but have trouble
6. Hardening of the arteries in getting around freely.

22. Diabetes
7. High blood pressure 
21. Thyroid trouble or goiter 4. Not limited in aay of these ways. 




9. Stroke 22. Any allergy

O. TmubIe with varicose veins 23. Epilepsy

1. Hemorrhoids or piles 24. chronic nervous trouble

2. Hay fever 25. Cancer

26. Chronic skin trouble

3. Tumor, cyst or gmwtb

4. Chronic gallbladder or liver trouble 27. Hernia or rupmre

5. Stomach ulcer 28. Pro stare trouble

Card il Card D Card F Card H 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
Check List of Selected Impairments Fon Housewife For: Children under 6 years old Family in.omed.ring past 12 months 
1. Deafness orserious troubIewitb hearing 1. Not able to keep house ataIl, 1. Noc able to take parcacaIl inordi”ary Group 1. Under $500 (Including Ioss)

2. Serious tmublewitb seeing, even u,hen wearing glasses play witbotbercbildrem

2. Able to keep hcmse but limited in amount Group 2. $500- $999

3. Cleft palate or kind of housework. 2. Able to play with otberchiIdren but

4. Any speech defect limited in amouncor kind of play. G1ouP3. $1,000-$1,999

3. Able tokeephouse butlimitedinki”dor

5. hiissing fingers, hand, orarm---toes, foot, orleg amount of ocher activities. 




7. Paralysis of any kind 
4. Noclimitedin any of these ways. Group 5. $3,000- $3,999







Group 7. $5,000- $6,999

0. Permanent stiffness or any deformity of the foot, leg, fingers, arm or back

1. Any condition present since birth 
Group 8. $7,000-$9,999

Group 9. $10,002 and over 
OUTLINE OF REPORT SERIES FOR VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS 
Public Health Service Publication No. 1000 
SERIES 1-4. GENERAL SERIES. Prngrsm descriptions, methodological research, and analytical studies of vital end health statistics. 
Earlier repwts of this kind have appeared in “VitaI Statistics-Special Reports” and in “Health Statistics fmm the National Health Survey, ” Series 
A and D, PHS Publication No. 584. 
Series 1:	 Prngmrrrs and collection procedures. - Repnrts which describe the general programs of tbe National Center for Health Statistics and 
ite offices end divieions, data collection methods used, definitions, and other material necessary for understanding of the techni­
cal cbaracteristice of published data. 
Series 2:	 Data evaluation and methods research. -Studies of new statistical methodology including: experimental tests of new survey meth­
ods, studies of vital statistics collection metbode, new analytical techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, 
contributions to statistical thenry. 
Seriee 3: Analytical Studies. -This series comprises repnrts presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital aqrf health statistics. 
Series 4:	 Documents and committee re pts.- Final repnrts of major committees concerned with vital and health stati stice and documente 
eucb ae recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth and death certificate. 
/ / SERIES 10-12. DATA FROM THE NATIONAL HE.ALTH SURVEY 
Earlier reports of the kind appearing in Series 10 have been issued as “Health Statistics fmm the National Health Survey,’ Seriee B and C, PHS 
Publication Nn. 584. 
Seriee 10: Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of hospital, medical, dental, and other servicee, and ckher health-related 
topics, based on data collected in the continuing National Health Interview Survey. 
Series 11: Data fmm the Health Examination Survey based rm the direct examination, teeting, and measurement of national samples of the 
population of the United States, including the medically defined prevalence of specific diseaees, and distributions of the popula­
tion with respect to varioue physical and physiological measurements. 
Series 12: Data fmm the Health Records Survey relating to tbe health characteristics of pereons in irmtitutione, end rm hospital, medical 
nureing, and personal care received, baeed on naticmal esmples of establishments prnviding these servicee and samples of the 
reeidente of patients, or of records of the establishments. 
SERIES 20-23. DATA FEOM THE NATIONAL VITAL STATISTICS SYSTEM 
Earlier repnrte of this kind have been ieeued in “Vital Statistice-Special Reports. ” 
Series 20: Varioue reports on mortality, tabulations by cause of death, age, etc., time seriee of rates, data for geographic areas, States, . 
cities, etc.-other than ae included in annual nr marthly reports. 
Series 21: Data on natality such ae birtb by age of mother, birth order, geqrapbic areas, States, cities, time series of ratee, etc. -compile­
tions of data not included in the regular annual volumes or rnontily repnrts. 
Series 22: Data on marriage and divorce by vsrioue demographic factore, geographic areas, etc.-other than that included in annual or monthly 
reports. 
Series 23: Data fmm the program of sample surveye related to vital recnrds. The subjectg being ccwered in theee surveys are varied includ­




L’ S, ,Natzonal Center for Health Jlalislics 
Types of injuries, incidence and associated disability, United States, July 1957-
June 1961. Statistics on the incidence of injuries by meaeures of effect of injury, 
type Of injury, family incOme, residence, geographic regiOn, living arrangements, cal­
ender quarter, sex, and age; and associated days of restricted activity and bed dis­
ability. Based on data collected in household interviews during tbe period July 1957-
June 1961. Washington, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfs.re. Public 
Health Service, 1964. 
‘li’p, diagrs., tables. 27cm. (its vital and Health Statistics, Series 10, no. 
8) 
U.S. Public Health Service. Publication no. 1000, Series 10, no. 8. 
1. Personal injuries - Statistics - U.S. I. Title. (Series. Series: U.S. Public 
Health Service. Publication rm. 1000, Series 10, no. 8) 
cataloged by Depimrmcm of Healrb, Education, Wd Welfare Library. 
